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Proposed Performing Arts Center
Building Sight Angers Neighbors

Boot This!
Campaigns
Against Brock
And Parking

Montgomery Place contends the structure will destroy the continuity oftheir horizon

THE FRANK CEHRY-DESIGNED Bard Performing Arts
Center has recently come under fire from the owners
of neighboring Montgomery Place, who are displeased
with the proposed location of the building site ncar the
Sawkill River, which forms the border between the two
properties. Claiming that the building would disturb
the visual continuity of their natural landscape, they
are voicing their concerns to the Planning Board of
Red Hook and vying fur media attention in attempt to
force Bard to relocate the building.
The $25 million Bard College Performing Arts
Center project will provide a venue for major drama,
music, and dance events and will also serv_e as a l<.:cture
hall of more than twice Olin's capacity. It is scheduled
ro open in the spring or summer of2001, ifBard has
its way. .Associate Vice President for Finance and
Administration Jim Brudvig recently described the
proposed facility as "essential to the long-term health
of the institution." Brudvig, has worked extensively
on rhe project and is in charge of pushil!g_the designs
through the regulatory approval processes of the town
of Red Hook. He sees the Center as a great asset to
both the College and the local community, potentially attracting cultural events for which one might previo,usly have traveled to New York City or Saratoga,
spurring the local economy, and enhancing rhe
national visibility and reputation of Bard's theatre and
dance programs.

Club wants to pay tickets,
end Boot, and challenge
parking and road policies
(~_ _ _B_v_JESS_I_CA_J_A_co_ss_ _ __...,.)
A GROUP

FLAMBOYANT FACADE: Frank Gehry's design for the new Performing Arts Center.
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FiYing Line Airs,.

·.rry:- Debate. conrinlies'
~.~~

~~lt¥Pl..?1!Ji'..E. P.l.sc.)D,E_ OE_ FJR.iNG LINE filme<l at Bard last.spring was
~~e-..ru_;e•.ll, _P~S vie\vers -across the nation were given: a gli~pse of
~~;a tha.tjp.cluded students of color protesting a lack of campus
~~~,~·-~o/>· ~~- aspif.ing peer counselor picking· his. nose, and a
~~:C!l~:.:~ President unable to argue for fr~e speech.

.

.

· · ·· .recall,last April 4, ·charismatic figilles from both

ARTS CENTER is a big build~.
~ ,, P.ol!tical ·.spectrum faced each other in Olin
ing. At 65,000 square feet, it dwarfs any other structure
lt'-.TI~W::Utl;!l'IUm tP debate, the~resolution 'The ACLU ls. Full of
on campus. (The Stevenson Gym, by comparison, is
~iP3J!Ofiiey. . ~. . · began his ftrst .speech in support of civil
42,500 square feet; the Fisher Studio Arts building is
.
of Bafd's .Students of Color movement began
20,000.) Designed to allow for multiple seating/staging
~c~reiJ:llatme:d demonstration: Chanting "§tud.ents of color .
eonfigurations, the building will have a capacity of750students of color have no voice!" three sru-,-·
940 depending on the type of event, and a fly tower, a
;n~~~.!M!~~~:~:w?.o,_· J~n.cifer ·MeL~~~:· ,~d Y~Qin Choustructure necessary for hanging scenery, will rise 88.5
,.=-·~-- . ,c.-~· .their feet-~ughoui: the. debate,· resuming their
feet--eight stories-from the stage. Because of the
w:Ii~e;~~ Preside!nt Botstdn attempted to speak~ · · · _
height of this fly tower, Bard chose to nesde the build· _die. cameras :rolled,- the moderator· of the debate,
ing in the Sawkill Ravine, 300 feet from the riv~r. This ~'.~~.I,U-.!l=
invited Q~e Of the Students ~n .stage tO read the
· is too close, according to Historic Hudson Valley, an ~'grtmp•s dem:Uids.- Formi.tlated by 14 ·students, the evening·
organization which owns Montgomery'Piace, the 434,, pro~est:,' the demands indudeci"the :tP".Poingn~nt:of a
acre property adjacent to Bard recognized as a National ~~w.:~w;:nt-:sel~~c·:~·~:.a· -AsSistant: .. Dean · of·· M{iiticiiltunil . AffairS,
Historic Landmark.
-~~~~l!!,~:J:·!+~~{,·,·~. acu~~ ip; 'ad.nlissi~ns; th~ creaclo~ Qf more
"We're concerned with the whole placement of the
~~~R.f::f?!: St~den~~
die bki~g of more facUlty of building," said Geoff Carter, Director of Preservations
.
Snidie5 ·:progcim' (MES). / :
<!X Montgomery Place, who has raised objections about
i§~i~~{IeP.!~~t~4c!Jy. ·si~ell.ce4 d1,1.ririg ·die
~qui:s
rhe visual impact that the Performing Arts Ceni:er
~~~~!~f~;-~tuLClen~ tesu1ned their ch~nts when~ve; he
Lppro.:l(Ch,ed:~e podi~m;:- ~ ..
.
·
might have on the region. Carter worries that the concrete rear wall of the fly tower would create an
THE PROPOSED PERFORMING

Ktnslq,

two .

of. .

OF STUDENTs displeased
with Bard's parking regulations
and enforcement, as well as road
conditions on campus, began a
campaign of opposition against
Bob Brock, director of security, in
August. Their first project was the
design, printing, and sale of
bumper stickers that included an
explicit photo, accompanied by
the headline "I chafed Bob Brock."
The stickers met with strong
administrative dissaproval. Undeterred; tlw group sought and won
financial support from the Com•ocatiun Fund.
Boot- This Productions is the
brainchild of Head Capitalist
Mary Molina, Head Propagandist
Andy Small, and Den Mother
Emily Liechty.
Its creation was inspired by the
personal experience of Molina.
The second highest ticketed person at Bard with 18 outstanding,
her car was ''booted'' last semester.
The boot is a device employed by
security, which prevents a "bouted" vehicle from being driven. It
was attached tu approximately 30
cars last academic year, all of which
were unregistered, each having a
minimum of eight outstanding
tickets, according to Brock.
"I think Boot-This is a desire to
not just complain about things
that are not fair, but to take an
actual role in changing them," said
Liechty. "I've spent two years on
campus listening to people bitch
about parking tickets. We think
they're unfair and we're trying to
do something to change it.''
According to Liechty and

(~__c_o_N_T_IN_u_E_o_o_N_P_A_G~E~4-~)
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_Performing Arts Center's
Proposed Building Site
Opposed by Neighboring
Montgomery Place
( _

CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE

) :

imposmg presence over the Sawkill River and
Montgomery Place's North Woods Trail System. He
contends that it may also be visible from their farm areas
and historic,· 1804 mansion, as well as from the
RhineditT-Kingston Bridge and from the Hudson River
itself.
Historic Hudson Valley voiced their concerns for the
first time a few days prior to a public Red Hook
Planning Board Hearing in mid-June of 1998, according to Brudvig, who commented that weather balloons
flown at the exact height of the corners of the fly tower ·
had already shown the minimal visual impact of the
building. Perhaps, he elaborated, between two and ten
'~iDJ~~!'JJ~iil;--:=-----\\-l!:! THE INTERIOR LIFE: Above: a rendering of the Center's performance
feet of the building might be visible above the tree-line. F
~ hall. Left: a depiction of the proposed building site. The three build·
f ings pictured are (from left to right) the Edith Blum Institute, the
The potential visibility during the months when the
§ Avery Center for the Arts and the new PerforminQ Arts Center.
trees are bare ):las not yet been analyzed. At the meeting,
Bard agreed to hire an independent planning firm to
ffi -----------------------------------------~
Gehry says he was surprised by the controversy, given
draft an Environmental Impact Statement, reviewing
f
that
the building needed to be placed in relation to the
the potential visual impacts as well as possible environ~ existing facilities. "It's a functional height," he told The
mental ramifications for the Sawkil! River, water and
0
~ Observer. "It's as lean and mean as it has to be."
sewage issues, and a parking/traffic study. A first draft is
due in October, but Brudvig is certain that the firm will
CARTER INSISTS THAT OTHER LOCATIONS would be
be "suggesting no visual mitigation'' for the facility.
· equally feasible, indicating that Montgomery Place is
Carter, who notes that Montgomery Place has hired
• otherwise entirely in favor of the project. He suggests
its own team of advisors, is "alarmed [because] the ini• it be relocated to the other side of Blithewood Road,
tial indications are that it's going to have a very severe ~~!=!=~""""'====...,.,.-------"'"""""""'-----'---'=-_.___, : that it connect to the other side of Avery, or that it
and significant impact on the whole region, and a per: be constructed in the same ravine as the Ravine
of reflective stainless steel will be draped. Gehry insists,
manent one."
: Houses. Any relocation of the building would be
however, that because of its placement among the trees,
· phenomenally expensive, however, and might prove
"THEY'RE WRONG," said President Leon Botstein. it is unlike any building he has ever designed.
: aesthetically inferior from the front. Brudvig notes
"The front part relates to the road like a sculpture
"We're going to great lengths to prove they're wrong."
• that only half of the necessary $25 million has been
Botstein is confident that the Environmental Impact . sitting in the trees," Gehry said in an interview with
· raised thus far, and thar Bard is not a particularly
Statement will dispel doubts about the Performing .Arts The Bard Observer. "I didn't just make a sculpture. I
. wealthy institution.
Center, and that its release will lead to swift approval . made it something that relates. I made it festive. It
Botstein is adamant about moving forward with the
by the Planning Board of Red Hook and by the town's , seems appropriate."
project and confident that once it is approved by the
Zoning Board of Appeals, who must waive certain zon- . It is the concrete back-side of the facility, however,
: two necessary Red Hook committees, there will be no
. that worries Montgomery Place. Four and a half miling restrictions on the height of the building.
further grounds for legal opposition.
Botstein lauds the proposed Center as a symbol of
"Our obligation is to students, present and future,"
Bard's "commitment "to making great contemporary :
J
Botstein
stressed, noting that the Performing Arts
art." Noting that most new buildings are paid for by
0
I
Center would for the first time give rhe drama and
single individuals who request specific architects, and ·
dance departments a venue in which to interact with
that the Performing .Arts Center is being funded by a :
professionals in their field. He specifically mentioned
variety of donors, Botstein says the College wished to
it
Joanna
Haigood, a leading Mrican-American choreomake use of its freedom of choice by enlisting one of the .
grapher
and a Bard alumna, who has expressed interworld's top modern architects, as it had previously done
est
·in
working
with Bard dance students but has not
in the case of the Robert Venturi-designed Stevenson
: had a proper forum. Gehry, who has repeatedly
Library. Santa Monica-based architect Gehry, best lion dollars worth of concrete will be used to construct
' referred to Botstcin as a "genius," sees Bard at the foreknown for the recently opened Guggenheim Museum the fly tower, to house air-conditioning equipment,
front of a movement to give college students acc"ess to
in Bilbao, Spain, seemed an obvious choice. Gehry's and to completely sound-proof the building. Two
such professional facilities. "Leon is a pioneer [of this
building in Bilbao has turned that city into an attractive . alterations have already been made to rhe design in an
movement]," he said.
destination for rourists and has become a veritable attempt to better blend into the woods and to appease
critics. The color of the concrete was changed to an BoTSTEIN BELIEVES the basic issue is one of mindset
Mecca for pilgrims of architecture.
While the architect was a choice, the size of the . earth-tone, and a design for latticework was added to regarding history versus innovation.
building and)ts location adjacent to the existing Blum . allow vines to shroud the building's backside in green.
"In the historical preservation movement in this
Institute and Avery Center for the Arts were dictated . The controversy has nevertheless escalated to such a region, there arc those whose definitions of history are
by necessity, Botstein srressed. After rhe completion of . degree that the project and its opposition became the frozen in a specific timen prior to the Civil War, he
the main hall, the Blum and Avery buildings are . subject of a lengthy article in the New York Times, pub- explained. "They resent and arc opposed to anyLhing
scheduled for renovation and a second, smaller theatre : lished August 20. The Times article included a com- the College does. They resent the growth and presence
of 150-200 seats is planned for the plaza between . puter-aided photo-simulation provided by Mont- of Bard Co !lege."
them. The renovations, also designed by Gehry, will , gomery Place, which shows the new building looming
But Carter would like to sec "a degree of s~:nsitivi
mirror the style of the new Performing .Arts Center, imposingly above a stretch of the Sawkill River. Carter ty" to the concerns of Historic Hudson Valley, stressand the front entrances of the tw~ facilities will align. · stands by the illustration, but Botstein calls it a
ing that "coexistence" between preservationism and
THE lvWN BODY OF THE !WILDING is typical of the style . "provocative falsification." The Bard-commissioned . progress is possible.
"The irony," Borstein concluded, "is that 50 years
for which Gehry is known, with a front fat;ade featur- Environmental Impact Statement will include irs own
from now, historical groups will be determined to preing plenty of glass, over which molded, curving 'panels . renderings from multiple vantage points.

"Th f l t t t th
d l"k
e ron par rea es
e roa e a
sculpture sitting in the trees," said Gehry.

"I didn't just make a sculpture. I made
something that relates. I made it festive."
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-"Five decclde5 after the· Nuremberg
trials, the world comnmnlty Is stl~l. seek-..
lpg an effective way to bring suspected .
war criminals to Justiee," said Susan
Gillespie, director of Bard's Institute for
International Uberal Edu~n, a CO·
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of the
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which was
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"the Bard c~nference wm
together the worids foremost experts on
the subJect to debate the legacy of
Nuremberg and to examine current and
future methods of uncovering and Judging
war crimes In the daylight of an lntema~
tlonal system of justice," said Maguire.
The conference Is free and open to
the public. For further infonnatlon, call
Patricia Hansen-5tonn at 758-7404.
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Firing Line Episode Airs Unedited
··= ·
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Once filmed, Firing Line is usually
aired in irs entirety. Because of the
demonstration, the producers asked
Botstein if he would prefer that the
protest be edited om or the episode withheld altogether. He did not request that
the episode be censored, so it was broadcast nationally in June.
The public reaction to witnessing a
protest in the midst of a debate on free
speech was rather varied. Some elderly
individuals wrote to Botstein demanding to know why he hadn't swiftly disciplined the unruly students. A Bard
alumnus wrote that he was pleased that
Bard students still call Leon by his first
name. A gentleman from Maryland
wrote to chastise Bard students for their
lack of manners (see Letters to the Editor).
William F. Buckley and other program executives did not view the interruption of the filming as catastrophic,
however; according to Bot-stein, they
believe that it was merely "part of the
things that happen on college campuses.
It was unpleasant, unfortunate, and

wrong, but in a larger scheme, not
important."
In the smaller scheme of things, however, many of the demands made by the
students have been met by the college.
These changes are not the result of the
protest, Dean of Students Jonathan
Becker told The Observer, but because of
"ongoing efforts" by the administration to
address the concerns raised by the
Students of Color.
The search committee for the MES
position, chaired by Myra Armstead, has
already begun its task; this committee's
failure to fill the position last year was a
primary source of frustation for Students
of Color. Berween last year's new hiring
and the return of professors from sabbaticals or leaves, minority representation
pn the faculty was bolstered; out of 233
faculty members, 23 identified themselves as "Black, Asian or Hispanic," with
another eight "non-resident aliens." The
Dean of Student's Office has hired a
Director of Multi-cultural Affairs, Nicole
Woods, who has been at work setting up

1m

16.5%

1,155
185
16.0%

290

300

312

1m
1,086

Total new students Enrolled
Students of Color Enrolled
Percent new enrollments who are of color

H.E.O.P. Enrollment
Percent of Students of Color on H.E.O.P.

179

34

so

ll.7o/o

16.7%

9.0%

12

10
20%

10
35.7%

35.3%

28

Editor's Note: These figures only include students who identifY themselz,es as a specific ethnic minority; international students and students who checked "otha" or "unknown" are
not included. Many thanks to Mary Backlund; who though criticiud by students at the
community meeting that followed the Firing Line debate for not promptly fornishing time
numbers, proved quite willing to provid~ th~ Observer with th~ statsitics on minority
enrollment th~ following day.
an L&T orientation on diversity issues,
coordinating monthly discussions groups
and making contacts with many students
of color on campus, including two of the
students who participated in the protest
(the third transferred). "My position is
not limited to, nor defined by, their
demands," Woods said. "But the issues
framed by their demands definitely do
play a role."
Botstein did not watch the episode
of Firing Lin~ (he never watches television programs in which he parrici-
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Bard College Minority Enrollemnt
Total No. of Students Admitted
Total Students of Color Admitted
Percent of Admits who are "of color"
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hospital a secular institution
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eX1stti1g between the institutions." A representativ~ ~fNDH's C~~munity Relations told a similar (albeit vague) story, explaining that the management strategies of the two institutions were irreconCilably different. When asked if the outcry
over the loss of women's health care options played
a role in the decision; she simply shrugged, unimpressed: "Not really."
After the . official· dissolution of Cross River,
Kingston Hospit31 publicized its intentions to

pates). Consequently, he had not been
aware of another controversy at the
Firing Line filming; reading an Obm·uer
interview, the pn.:sidcnt learned for the
first time that one of the Otncc of
Residential Life's hand-picked Peer
Counselors intentionally, exaggeratedly
and continually picked his nose
throughout the broadcast. Selecting a
seat directly in the camera's line of
sight, the explorations of the s~udcnt's
finger were broadcast throughout the
nation. He was fired.

Earth Coalition
Planning Several
Events, Initiatives
Upcoming: testing Bards ttp watn;
a solar oven) campus clean-up efforts

(~---------~-~
__vF_o_~--------~)
THE EARTH COALITION is Bard's environmental
action group. In the past, it initiated a dorm
composting pilot project, hostcd the Studcnt
Environmental Action Coalition (SEAC) conference, and last April held its second annual
EcoFcst to celebrate Earth Day.
·This semester the Eanh Coalition has plans
to create a Student Action Rcsourcc Ccntcr.
Such a project involves the joim efforts of sevci·al Bard action clul;>s and organizations in disseminating student action-oriented resource
information for student usc. Resource materials
would!nclude petitions, letter-writing materials
and addresses, information about up-and-coming conferences and workshops, and relevant
books and publications.Thc Center will be
located in the basement of the Old Gym, in the
room next to the pool room. Look for posted
signs in the next few weeks fur office hours of
the various action clubs. Currt.:ntly, tht.: Earth
Coalition and S.O.D.R.A.T are sharing the
space, but the organizers are welcoming at least
two other Bard action organizations who are
interested in providing the student body with
educational resource materials.
In addition, the Earth Coalition will b~
building a solar oven for the Bard community.
Solar ovens provide alternative sources of heat
for cooking. The Earth Coalition plans to make
the oven available to bake tons of solar cookies.
Other projects EC has in mind this semester
include testing Bard's tap water (what is in that
stuff anyway?); hosting a trip to Manhattan's
Ecofest, "New York's largest environmental
event" October 4; and a trip to the SEAC
Conference in Rochester, New York. Also look
for up-and-coming Campus -Litter Clean Up,
which is open to all those who want to help
clean up our campus.
For more information about Earth
Coalition or one • of the projects we have
planned for this semester, please come to our
weekly meetings on Thursdays at 5:30 in the · '
Kline Committee Room.
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Boot-This Productions
Proposes Parking Changes

c
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Molina, plans foi: Boot-This indude using money
earned from bumper sticker sales to create a "slush
fund" from which ticketed students can receive $1 0
towards their fine. Another bumper sticker is being
planned; a fundraising parcy is also a possibility.
The Student Planning Committee recently allocated Boot-This $75 .75 out of the convocation fund
for operating expenses.
"We believe their idea was good in helping stu-

••~~r.~

CAMPAIGNING: Stickers were attached to do~s. cars and even buses.

dents pay for tickets. We also really like the idea that
they are attempting to keep security from booting
any car that they want. But, we don't necessarily agree
with the stickers,'' said Planning Committee member
Jeremy Thomas.
Administrators have expressed disapproval of the
sticker's content. Brock asked that people be "specific
about their complaints and not attack anyone," and
added that if anyone has any concerns "all they have got
to do is give me a call or stop by and talk to me." To criticism of the stickers, Molina commented, "Perhaps it
wasn't done in the most proper way, but, nevertheless, it
was effective. It brought to light the parking problem."
Debate over the parking problem concerns such
topics as parking space lost to construction, adverse
road conditions, an~ inefficient methods ~f parking.
Bernre.en July 1997- and J~~'; 1998, ilie nu~ber of
tickets issued went up 47 percent compared to the
same time period the previous year, according to
James Brudvig, Associate Vice President for Finance
and Administration. The cost of tickets was also raised
from $15 to $25. This increase in the number of ·
tickets issued is intended "to keep students out of .
staff parking lots and to keep roadways clear for
emergencies. If you have a parking system with no

Brock asked that people be "specific about
their complaints and not attack anyone,"
and added that if anyone has any concerns
"all they have got to do is give me a call
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or stop by and talk to me."
sanctions, we will have a problem," said Brudvig.
According to Brudvig, several parking improvement
measures are currently under consideration, including
the reconstruction of the Fisher (Proctor) lot, making

ru~mloumore~a~efficirn~andthe~~oo~ : ~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~=~~~~+~~~--~

lou reserved for off-campus students.
Despite these improvements, it has been argued
that the problem lies not with the parking space availability and ticketing procedures, but with the students
themselves. According to Brudvig, only 28 percent of ,
the tickets received last academic year were appealed,
yet 80 percent of those appeals were granted.
"The major problem with parking is that st~dents
don't know how to park," said Owen Moldow.
According w Brock, there is sufficient space for
parking on campus, but not· in the places that students most desire.
"What [students are] saying is there are not enough
close parking spaces," said Brock.
Wherever the fault lies, there is a consensus that the
problem exists and needs be ~olved. Molina feels that
Boor-This Productions might be an impetus for change.
"One part of really loving a school is acknowledging its bad points," said Molina. "I see the great things
about Bard and I also see the things that are truly
fucked up. I want to make it better."
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B~ ioE STANCO
""*- "'- " - ") -~t~~~;l~g~~ in-Iib-;~J s~~di~.-~·' &t~~~h~~~~ at tech---------------------nological development of this magnitude, such as
IN THE MIDDLE OF MY INTERVIEW with David Maswick,
Skidmore offers its students, is tempered by the realizaas if to prove his point about administrative accessibility, cion that these resources are in fact standard outfitting for
a student appeared unexpectedly at his office door with most academic institutions. From this perspective, it .
an Ethernet question. Though she was deterred, this kind seems a bit incongruous that Bard, an institution of ·
of visit is the germ of a new movement at Bard-a move- "elite" caliber and intellectual rigor, has only recently
ment of students using advanced technology to advance : "turned~on'' to the Web as an educational resource.
their work. The~e is a sense of fervent activity at the Perhaps even more astounding is the fact that only oneHenderson Computer Center this year, and Dave . third of students have active Bard e~mail accounts.
Maswick constitutes a vital center for these movements. : Therefore, there is more to Maswick's job than simply
As an eager facilitator and eminently approachable fellow, installing lots of gear. He places emphasis on cultivating
Maswick brings a bit of life to a job title as dry and in tim~ among students a sense of ownership of campus
idating as "Director of Information Technologies." In resources. In a nutshell, Maswick is working to make
&ct, his eyes' sparkle at any mention of info-technologies, information technologies a given fact of the academic,
as if the Ark of the Covenant were cracked open before social and creative life of the Bard community. As he
him. Since we at Bard are far from having fully explored would put it, it's a matter of bringing an "information
even the most limited means for enhancing and invent~ technology dialtone" to Bard College. He contends that
ing different mqdes of education through . technology, the functionality and availability of technology should
Maswick fmds in his position an exciting opportunity to . never be a concern. However, the complete success of :
assist in the realization of new potemials as an everyday . such a project depends on a definite interest and invest~
practice.
ment in these resources by students, as a component of :
Although Bard presents a unique chalJenge in its . not only their work, but also their social life.
·
need for a complete technological ~pgrade, Maswick ·
As for making information technologies more accesseems to h~ve enough experience under his belt to sible, Maswick h;u; covered some important ground in
meet the task. Before he had anything to do with com- . his short time at Bard. The multimedia classroom (on
puters, Maswick was a musician (with a video on : the first floor of Henderson, to the right) is now open
MTV in the early 80's no less). Once his music career : to the public until · midnight at least four days of the
began to wane, he shifted focus and started working as : week. The networked computers all have a public fold- ;· Student Center and the library. The library terminals will
a producer in the music industry. Through his pro- : er for the temporary storage of files. All PCs are net~ · have 24~hour access; the access hours of the Student
duction work, he became increasingly familiar with : worked with the Windows 95 operating system, pro~ Center terminals are undecided. This is part of an initiacomputers. Gradually, computers became his exclusive : viding a familiar, universal interface. Additionally, stu- tive to ensure that computer-access is not limited to the
passion. Soon after, he became a Novell network tech~ : dents can play CD's, or listen to Internet radio in the Henderson building (even though an annex is being
nician. While fishing wires through walls and making : multimedia classroom. Now it's convenient for anyone planned to provide even more labs in HCRC). In addinetwork connections, Maswick also worked on a to walk into the classroom and scan an image, print in tion, Maswick anticipates that the Toasters and
Master's
Degree
in
Information
Resources color, or even burn a CD.
Tewksbury will be fully connected to an Ethernet netManagement at . Syracuse's School of Informacion
work by the third week of October. The college has hired
Studies. Thus began his climb from th~ bottom rungs STUDENTS CAN ALSO LOOK FORWARD to some new • a vendor who will sell, install, and service Ethernet
of the industry to the position of Active Director of : imp~ove"roencs with online resources. Bard has recently . ·h ard ware (costing about $70) to facilitate the
upgrade.
Academic Computing at Skidmore College in Saratoga · acquired an IMAP mail server which ·will allow students · Students will also be hired to offer software support for
Springs, NY. During his 4-year career at Skidmore, the to browse e-mail in Netscape 4.06 (on their own con- each dorm. These new lines will provide a "fastcollege received honors from Yahoo! as one of the "Top neccion, bur not in the labs). This means that there will Ethernet" connection, which means that as ~any
as 100
50 Hot.test Wired Colleges" in the country. His success be better editing capabilities, as well as embedded megabytes (an amount of d.a.ta equivalent to about
70
images and hypertext within messages. Another unique floppies) can pass through the fiberoptic lines per secand useful feature of the latest online enhancements
and of transmission.
includes the new website called "Inside Bard"
These improvements suggest new directions for life at
(www.insidebard.edu). The website, designed by Bard. One can imagine a very different Bard culture in
Skidmore '97 graduate Ben Running, is an informative the near future, influenced by these changes and the difset of resources for students to.conduct fast and efficient 1erent
c
possibilities they create, changing the way in
research, to check the weekly calendar, to view and sub- . which students share their work, organize their social
mit information about upcoming events, request help activities, and interface with the "outside world".
with computer problems, sign-up for training classes Students and faculry have yet to define how information
about online academic projects and more. (from surfing the Web to making
your own web page to technologies should be integrated into the curriculum,
learning how to use Adobe Photoshop), find informa- so this is the time to make suggestions, offer feedback,
at Skidmore, a small school with a liberal arts philosophy
tion about online academic projects, and offer feedback. and even lend. a hand. Entering into the world of technol~
similar to our own, gives Maswick an edge in bringing
It is a simple way to get connected with all things info- gy fur the first time can be like stumbling into 'The Land of
Bard up to snuff in the Information Age.
technological
at Bard. It may soon prove to be a key site Many Options" wirhout a roadmap or sense of direction. This
, There is no doubt that Bard is a "late bloomer" in the
for
the
Bard
community
to network, both within the transition will be made by many in due time, without a doubt,
current adolescence of info-technologies. One can brows-e
student
population
and
with
contacts around the world. and it can happen productively:--satisfYing as many needs as
Skidmore's website (www.skidmore.edu) to discover that
This
will
be
made
possible
by means of the new they Cl1l articulate. There should be a word for the act of·
the college has a campus-wide Ethernet network
(ResNet), a Center for Information Technology Services resources being made more wid.e\y available on campus. leaping head1ong into the information age, without
With respect to the problem of universal accessibility, looking back. (Dramatization?) However, the act isn't
(CITS), and an extensive Media Group-all fully ser~
viced with support in all respects. You can even partici- there are a number of projects underway. First, Maswick nearly as interesting as the many discourses, exchanges,
pate in their online survey about "Information plans to install Internet terminals in both the new and inventions generated in the process.

At ulnside Bard" (www.insidebard.edu),
students are able to conduct research,
check the weekly calendar, submit info
about upcoming events, find information
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Student Association Officers(Falll998)

/"""

Secretary - Leigh Jenco
Student Julf!CiaiJ Board (SJB) - Patrick Maguire, Chair
Katie Crile, Sara Handy, Mehnaz Mustafa, Andy Varyu,
Thad Chase (alt.), Nicole Cook (alt.)
Plannilg Committee - Aima-Rose Mathieson, Chair
Muk Todd, Liz Hamilton,Jake Kim, Ariadne Mueller,

Brianna Norton, Jeremy Thomas
Sbtdent Life Committee (sLC)- Amanda Kniepkamp, Chair
Brianna Norton, Maro Sevastapoulos, Gwynedd Smith,
G.Suneth Jayaw;.rdhane, Mary Molina

Iduc.ational Policies Committ&e (EPC} -Lisa Thompson, Chair
IJa&uaps ad Literature- Carmel Ia LaBianca, Alyssa Nelson
Social Sciences- Dan Ragone, Andy Small
flatura! Sciences and Matllematics- Sar:.1 Handy; Anu Kumar
Arts- Max Lansky, Owen Muldow
Smalll.vassme~~t Committee
Ma.ry Moli~a, I<Uen Dugan

loan! Gf GOYe111011

Chris Planer, Jake Kim
Board of lMtees

Mark Todd, Anna-Rose Mathieson

' anriounced that the Vice-President's Fund, a $10,000
BY LEIGH JENCO
~------------------~
• capital improvements fund, would be split over both
THE BUDGET FORUM held on September 16 disappointed semesters this year, Lisa Thompson, Chair of the
those who had hoped for heated debate over relevant Educational Policies Committee, annou.:nced that her

C

issues, but provided the requisite name-calling, inflarnmatory points-of-information, ineptitude and ignorance
that generally characterize debates over financial affairs.
Before the forum degenerated into a mass of ceaseless banter over the budget, made tedious by the partieipants' obvious ignorance of parliamentary procedure,
committee reports were given and elections were held.
Mark Todd, Treasurer of the Student Association,
apologized for the small Convocation Fund and the "
pretty damn small" Emergency Fund, attributing the
Planning Committee's paucity to the sloppy or nonexistent bookkeeping of the previous Treasurer, who
had cut checks to clubs whose accounts were already
overdrawn. Todd con_fi.rmed. th~t the gifts that last year's
senior ~lass had promised to. the school-a loop bus statio~ and , a field plaque commemorating Seth
·· ·al·zed·
·
d not
- ·'yet maren
Goldfine-ha
1
•
Next, Anna-Rose Mathieson, Chair of the Planning
Committee, described how the committee had labored
for 18 hours to craft this semester's budget and

.: .IN ~Y JUN~~ p;of~so~ ___ _
run for electiort

,'il':oW:s~isioil .to

. ·

committee would soon be collecting oral testimony for
the professors unde~ revi~ this year. Patrick Maguire
reminded the convocation that the Student Judiciary
• Board, pf which he is Chair, is ready to hear cases; and
. Amanda Kniepkamp announced her intention, as Chair
of the Student Life Committee, to institute a referen. dum to ger cigarettes hack in the campus bookstore.
Four hostile amendments to the proposed budget
were submitted to the Central Committee. The first
. was a garbled request by a representative of Club
Pestroy which, after thousands of amendments to their
own amendment, requested $150 from the Medieval
Studies Society in order to financing truck-smashing
. and other '' therapeutic" destruction events involving
whores and kumquats. An amusing hostile amend. ment, $Ubmitted by Dan_ Ragope, proposed changing
·, t h eu
· request
·
firom $150 to -$150
_. , b ut was qu ickiy di s· missed by Chairwoman Mathieson as " dilatory." Club
Destoy's eventual overwhelming defeat was likely
caused by the provocative signs that they had posted the

· . . .. . .

on· rhe.Green~-party:

· -;g~ke~ i-;;~_,;n ~t~~~pt i~--c:~mandeer'1n~hlhb'~ri~'

- _c.Ato·~~t:o's' c:R-NY} u~s~-·senare seat:;·KOyel'}s

:·:Jt~.~~~~", opp~~}tfc;i}"'''t~::'"iecfO"tly-n"c;mrnatea'·

··::,D~o~ratic
candi!fate. Cflarres· E. Schumer, a'con:
.
:·.'
...._/:1
.. ~"1'

~~--

~;

-:::;-~'l · ·:r;:~o;~ ·:-.,.~ .. ·._~~ ...

··: :-:.~~- '{J\<

• ."-¥"'-'

•

· .: . gressman from BFooklyn. . . .
. · _· .
-~::, ...:For folks uiif.i'miliar with the Greeii Party; it is
. ; a ·g~~-i~g- thi_r4.pil:cy diiit""~~phasizes·-~cologic~
~: "[es.£onslbilicy,. nonviolenc~. '·_cl_emoct~tiia~ioii_
the""~edia, universal health care, an"d, especially,

':'!?t:

.th~·~~~. 9f .-~~rp~~ate . i~uence. ov~l"ili~" i>~llilcar
, Pt'OCi·~··5.-_ Md~'Ough

these

lssucs-:consiS}:~_ntly._ res-:_

-Anierlean .. voters-rn ~ oplnfori' polls~ Ko~el's
.Gr~epi l?;l~e }g~Y;:~~,s~~t~ll}~~~6tlf~§~~~ld ~~ ·

'.:tri:n:lte:. Wlth

. -:·

~e _Jwo"'-m~j~r;_~eorpora~e.-funded p_aru~. ~~~ ·8f-a'"~5srootS ·aemocraticniovem~Jrt.~~~--_:·

i' :c§~~
·

strategy hinges on· Hie· awakeniijg"
, --

·

·;@~i~~M;ttii~~l~~l!f.:~~- .11111demand why ~ple. do.:n;t vottt ._: ~-•.
P.

·

holdJ5 -p~cenr~orrhe)¢ittldn. th.s.

·

~~~~!~i·-;:~~~--~--"·~··~-~._,~,·,~·-·-~ ·~'"'"·~·'~bo~-dy~·~·Th~_·e~· ~ ~~ ::.~ :~i!!:Jj~~~-

EMSCounci
Liz Hamilton, Katie Crile

ld'lisocy Committee
Liz Hamilton, Beth Coakley

Hu~

• evening before attacking other clubs; during rhe lengthy
• debate, Mehnaz Mustafa cited their sign that read" The
ISO should go back to where they came from" as proof
of the Destoyer's unfriendly intentions.
The second hostile amendment, a requesc w cransfer $500 from the Emergency Fund to the Russian~
Eurasian Studies Club in order to bring a troop of
Georgian dancers, also failed. A third hostile amendment, propos<;:d by the crew of Bard's new radio sta~
. tion, passed, giving the radio station $300 from the
. Emergency Fund. Finally; a fourth amendment
requested $75 from the Emergency Furid to be used
. to for Bard's Sound System; the forum-goers,
fatigued of debate, quickly passed the amendment
. with a 2/3 vote.
,, After three long and tedious hours, the·colJected_stu· dents finally voted to tatih·
., the entire alnended budget,
and the forum adjourned at 11 :08.
The next forum will be held on October 7 at 7pme
Rooms. Be there .
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A Lesson in
0 bj ectivi ty:
Drama/Dance
Fall Preview
Insider -spills the beans about upcoming
student plays and dance performances

- )HD_I~------------~
__
(~__________B_v_~
THE PERFORMANCES scheduled for rhis semester are as
follows: Harold Pinter's Other Places, Dance III, Henrick
Ibsen's When We Dead Awaken, Dance IV and finally a
dramatic adaptation of Alice in Wonderland. The audition process for plays has been very intensive and the
battle for rehearsal space for choreographers ruthless.
LET ME BEGIN by telling you that I cannot write much
about Pinter's Otha Places, directed by William Driver,
as I am heavily involved in it as a cast member. This
~eans I cannot say it is going to ROCK, etc. But permit me some dishonest behavior, allowing me to quote
Driver on Pinter. Pinter is in the genre of "classical
modernism, in line with and disciple of Becket and
Ionesco and progenitor of Marner." The dram~ is a collection of three one act plays: One for the Road, about
a day in the life of a torturer, Victoria Station, where a
taxi controller tries to control another driver and, A
Kind ofAlaska, a tale loosely based on book and movie
Awakenings, about a woman who wakes up after 29
years of sleep. Performances will be held October 3, 4,
5 and 6 at 8 p.m. and October 4 at 3 p.m. Reservations
are necessary.
DANCE Ill is a showcase of original works of choreography by potential moderators and juniors. This semester
there is only one moderator, bur there are juniors and
freshmen also working hard, and r~ulrs are not to be
missed. 'It will take place on October 24, 25, 26 and 27
at 8 p.m. and October 25 and 26 at 3 p.m. Reservations
are nor necessary.
HENRIK IBSEN'S PlAY When ~ Dead Awakm has been
described as a "dramatic epilogue" to his naturalistic style
and a return to the poetic symbolism of his earlier works.
It is about an artist who suffers "remorse for a forfeited
life." Jeffrey Sichel, triumphant from last semester's opera
Don Giovanni, is directing. Sichel, who has arrived just last
year, has also directed Palleus and Melisandra. This play
falls in a genre of plays into which he has rarely trod; the
end product should not be missed. It will run November
6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11 at 8 p.m. and November 7 and 8 at
3 p.m. Reservations are a must.

THEN COMES DANCE IV, a presentation of senior and
faculty choreography. Faculty members Jean
Churchill and Ailleen Passloff are presenting their
work along with five seniors. A Flamenco suite is also
~xpected. I cannot write much abom ir because I am
involved choreographically and as a da~cer. So I cannot say things like it is going to be BRILLIANT bur
allow me to urge you to come and witness a lot of
original works in an informal atmosphere in the
Dance studio. Performances are at November 21, 22
and 23 at 8 p .m . and November 22 at 3 p .m . No
reservations are necessary.
THE SEMESTER WILL END with the performance of Lewis
Carroll's Alice in Wonderland. It is adapted and shall be
directed by Julie O'Brian as part of her senior project.
She has directed many plays at Bard and I am not performing in it so I can dearly say chat this is going to be
a very interesting event. Julie says her idea is an "installation" theater. I did not know what the hell she meant
but upon further inquiries, she revealed that perhaps
the "audience will be surrounded by performers," a sort
·of an "anti-proscenium" theater. She is using dancers
and there will be multiple ·~ices" ~egardless of s~ You
better make reservations as this project is stirring a lot
of interest. Performances will be held on December 12,
13, 14 _a nd 15 at 8 p.m. and December 13 at 3 p.m. It
shall be-a good way to escape end of semester dementia
and paranoia.
This is Mahdi Shah, reporting from the very midst
of Drama/Dance Department. _
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The New Calling ofWXBC
Three sophomores will soon have Bard's historic radio station back on the air
.

.

. BY MICHAEL HAGGERTY

(

> ~:~~ester. ~lr_lm.atcly,
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h b
k h
h d
e run en avoc wroug t y C u
at the Budget Forum last
Destroy subsided
.
Wednesday ntght an important victory was
h . . .al
Afi
.
' .
· d b h
ter t e dtnltl
arrame c y$t e Rfiadw ShtatEwn.
request wr 500 rom t e mergency Fun was
reduced to $300, the assembled students voted
c
Not 1ong arter
c

almost unanimously to grant the station the money.
"We were very pleased with the way everything

they requested $2 ,BOD, taking
lriio constderatlon the cost of new turn-tables, a
·
.
. CD p 1ayer, h ead p h ones, and or h cr equtpmcm
Th ey were a11 ottc d $900 , w h'tc h means t h ey
.
actually recetved $100 less than last semester when
the lost money is subuacwd. "This was parricularly
. · , sar·d I-I ayes.
. fiunatmg,
m
h ·d f h
1
1
F
ortunate y, an a umnus came to r c at o t e
ill-funded endeavor. Edward Coster, class of '54,
r:r d
ouere to become the Radio Station's patron and
donated $1 ,000. Coster's wife Felice, whom he met

turned out at the Budget Forum," said Scott
Staton, one of three students managing the
. at Bard as a -freshman and married six years later,
Station. The managers hope to have the Station on
dedicated her time to the 1950's incarnation of the
the air by the end of reading week; repairs on the
Station. Felice passed away in 1994. "Mr. Coster
are in their final stages and new equipment will has a lot of faith in us," said Hayes, "and we very
soon be purchased. The Station will continue to
much appreciated his generous patronage."
broadcast from Manor basement.
Bard students have expressed an overwhelming
The most frequently employed argument amount of interest for this project. Nearly 90 freshagainst the disbursement of an additional $300 man alone said they wanted to help run the Station
(the Station was granted $900 in the original bud- on which Dean St.u art Levine is slated to read bedget) suggests that this is not the first incarnati-on of time stories. If the station is lacking in funds, it is
the Radio Station, which, for the most part, has . definitely not in manpower.
rem:uned off~air. In fact, in the past few years, sevStaton, Rinko, and Hayes are extremely pleased
eral thousand dollars have been budgeted for the with the positive response they have received and
Radio Station to no avail.
hope that Bard will "develop a strong sense of posL;tSt semester, three freshmen decided to revive session of the Station, " as Staton said. They think
the Station. Against a wall of skepticism, Scott the Radio Station can tie Bard together and generStaton, Pete Rinko, and Matt Hayes, now sopho- ate energy to in~ure the Station's future.
mores, accepted the task of starting up the Radio
The managers insist that the station will not
Station. Their work has mainly taken the form of resemble what recent graduates and seniors may
procuring funding.
remember of irs dubious past. The Station's signal
In the Spring, the planning committee gave was formerly transmitted along dysfunctional
them $500 for antenna and transmitter repairs. underground cables wending their way throughout
However, the estimated repair costs came to campus, rarc:ly making it past the first floor of
$2,500; before they were able to mobilize that Manor; everywhere else, nothing but static. Once
money the school year concluded. The money was the antenna is repaired, the signal will broadcast
supposed to be transferred to Allen Josey, the Radio loud and clear, but will be confined to campus. The
Stations advisor, bur, due to an error by the former organizers maintain that the station is here to sray.
treasurer, the money was lost. The Vice President's They have drawn up a constitution, which is
Fund then provided the $2,500 for the repairs, required of any student dub, similar to that of
whkh began over the summer. Josey suggested that Vassar College's Radio Station, which is extremely
the lost $500 be written into the budget proposal to successful. The constitution outlines the responsibe ~ubmitted to the Planning Committee this bilities of the Stations staff, ensuring its continuance.
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Royal Trux

!J!tfe~ ~tn4 The Ft:_~r/cfMistake ~ouldn't match the might ofthe Trux
came irt i:~ -o.;r town to help us party down.

OPENIN~ BANDS The French Mistake and The No
Neck ~lues Band left much to be desired. The
~-... .-~-. ..1!'···rhi"
Mistak~ churned out jangly indie-rock and emo
the second Thursday of the academ- . .thatweihave all heard many times before, and the
led by Jennifer Herrema- and No Ne~k Blues Band had more facial hah than
is
The. b~~d
-~~f
- •
.
..
•.
'
..
.•.
.:
. . • . ;, •.$-true ·rock and · roll _ ~ouple_, who · they di~ mtiSical substance in their avant-garde
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BROADWAY PIZZ A
Hon thru Thurs 8:00

HENRY FOOL
A SLICE OF NEW. YORK!

WE DELIVER TO YOUR ROOM!
TIVOL I 757-20 00

$2 off with this ad
Good on any purchase of 1arge pizza or dinner
(<.'armot be combined with any other coupons or special:-;)

· lllllV't IIOllYWOOD .
!tltllllt kl!t
THEJEW IN .
THE LOTUS

Sat 4:30 Surr 3:00 IN PERSON :
filmmaker laurel Chiten, add'l $1
Sun 7:30 Mon-Tues 7:00
ln 1990 ei~ll Je-.1ish delegates were
Invited to Indi~ to meet with d!e Dalai
Lama to discuss the jews' ~secret of
spiritual survh"J.. in e;oWe,"

"...A brilliomt, drep~· re;onant contemporary

prile that draws attention to Hartley's

elegance of ''ision."- Janet MOI.'ilin, TilE NY
TL\lES

Fri 9:15 Sat 4:30 & 9:J5 5vn 5:45
Hon & lues 7:00 Wed & Thurs 9:15

Fri 7:00 & 9:15 Sat 7:00 & 9:15 Sun 5:30 & 8:30
Mon & Tues 9:15 Wed & Thurs 7:00 & 9:1
"The fever dream of the Sundance 6lrn festh-al
this year, a hauntingly bizarre black-and-mtlte
fanlaSia madt> with d;tting ingenuity, e$rrd;illy in
light of its $60,000 budget Avictory o
indeprndmt hmgination over d!e mundane."
M:i5lin, NY TIMES
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Loss of a Legend: Akira Kurosawa
From his first film Sanshiro Sugata (1943) to his last Ran (1985), the japanese filmaker remade the catgories offilm
(

Bv

DAN HIRSCH

.

Shakesp~~re and Dosto~evsky. K~rosawa'~ film ~areer Donald Ritchie explains rhar whereas most jidai-geki
; began wnen he took a JOb as an apprentice asststam : are limited simple historical reconstruction, Kurosawa
• director at Tokyo's PCL studios in 1936. He worked · wanted to invest the form with much more meaning
: in this position for seven years unril 1943 when he and intensiry. He achieved this through a command: was ·given the opportuniry to direct. His first picture ing use of both detail and motion. The film follows
was "Sanshiro Sugata," a judo action-adventure. A seven down on their luck sumurai as they anempt to
• number of films followed in this vein of stylized protect a small farming village from bandits. In keep~
. escapism including "The Most Beautiful," and a ing with Kurosawa's interest in humanity, Seven
: sequel ro "Sanshiro Sugata". These films were ofren Samurai follows the personal transformations of sever~
· successful at the box office and afforded Kurosawa al key characters. Primary amongst these is Kikuchiyo,
the opportunity to start making more personal films. played by Tashiro Mifune. It is difficult to imagine
~ The first pictures in which we see the beginnings of Kurosawa's works had they not featured Mifune. Very
his trademark style were "No Regrets for Our Youth" few actors have been able to communicate emotions as
· (1946) and the subsequent "Drunken Angel" (1948) .. intensely as he has. In this film, the audience witness• Besides existential themes, these films were distin- es Kikuchiyo's transformation from a disgusted, sar~
. guished by Kurosawa's dramatic composition of the castic, self~ hating pretender to a noble, dedicated, self· sacrificing samurai. Following the commercial failure
:

) .

.
.
.
.
Akira ~urosawa, legendary film duector, died at his
home m Tokyo September 6; the cause was apparent.
.
ly a stroke. He '_"as 88.
Many recogmze Kurosawa_ as rhe most .mflu~nt1al of
all Japanese filmmakers. While I agree Wlth thls statement, I'd go one bett:r. to remark .that he was one of a
handful of the most tmportant duectors ever to have
worked in cinema. He created films that represented
the height of almost every genre: drama (Ikiru), com~
edy (Yojimbo), mystery (Rashomon), and epic (Seven
Samurai). Kurosawa, who was known by his col~
leagues as "the Emperor" set himself apart from his
contemporaries with his resolute perfectionism and
his abiliry to integrate every facet of the film into the
unified whole. The cinematography, the lighting, the
sound, the action, the scripting, and the editing all
worked in service of the story. Over the course of thir~
ty films he bridged the concerns of the first wave of
Japanese filmmakers (Mizoguchi, Ozu, and Naruse)
with the innovations of the post-war school (including
Kobayashi, Ichikawa, and Teshigahara). What ties
many of these directors together is a concern wirh the
human existen'ce-the ethical and social forces that
effect common people and how they interact with
each other. Kurosawa in particular was an existentialist, using his films to explore the life of the individual
and how he or she related to the rest of society. In
many of Kurosawa's most well known works, the
samurai represented that individual. In films such as
Yojimbo we see that he is only recognized when there
is trouble and that, when danger has been averted, the
samurai is cast aside and ignored once again.
Kurosawa also focused on the individual's life in modern day Japan. In one ofhis finest films, 1952's Ikiru,
we follow the life of Kanji Watanabe (Takashi
Shimura) a city official who learns that h~ is dying of
cancer. He spends much of the film wandering the
city, trying to find meaning in his life. Inspired by the
selfless kindness of a co-worker, he commits himself to
the building of a park and a children's playground. In
rhe process of making this happen, he faces opposition
from the city's bureaucrats whos~ only interest, it
seems, is that the common people's concerns are tied
up in red tape. For much of his creative life, Kurosawa
came up against similar opposition from capitolminded studio heads and producers in is efforts to present his whole vision without any restraints.
Over the course of 55 years, Kurosawa made over
thirty films. His influences were broad enough to
include Japanese theater forms such as Noh and
Kabuki as well Western literature such as

·
.
.
.
.
;

of 1965's Red Beard and a falling out with Mifunc,
Watching Dersu Uza/a in the Old Gym,
. ,Kurosawa became increasingly depre5sed and made
fewer films. His next success was in 1974 with Dcrsu
I was reminded of how important nature
Uzala (shown last Friday by the Film Committee who
also screened Seven Samurai on Sunday - many
iS in hiS films, the elements in particular.
thanks). In this film, which won Kurosawa another
Flowing rivers, peaceful campfires, howling . Academy Award for Best Foreign Film, we watch the
unfolding friendship between a Russian military
Wind, blinding SOOW., and above all, rain.
explorer and a Manchurian hunter. It makes sense that
Almost every great Kurosawa film contained Kurosawa started out as a painter as his use of color is

dramatiC SCene in the pouring rain.

, 3
. -------------------frame and by the intensely human performances that
. he was able to draw from his actors. "Drunken
. Angel," a film about an alcoholic doctor in the slums
of Tokyo, was Kurosawa's critical breakthrough in
• Japan and featured the acting of both Shimaru and
Tashiro Mifune. These two actors would be featured
prominently in almost all of Kurosawa's most impor~
• tant films.. Both actors appeared in the film that first
: brought Kurosawa to international attention, 1950's
· Rashomon. Watching this film, the audience wit~
: nesses one event as it is recounted by four different
. characters. Through flashbacks we see four interpre~
. rations of a rape and a murder in a medieval forest.
• This device of having many different perspectives has
been very . influential, appearing in many movies
since. Rashomon received both the Academy award
for Best Foreign Film and the Venice Film Festival's
: grand prize. After 1952's Ikiru, Kurosawa's next
· major film was The Seven Samurai, an action film in
• the traditional jidai~geki mold of Japanese period
piece films. This film is considered by many
. Kurosawa's best and by some, the greatest action film
· of all time. In his book The Films. of Akira Kurosawa,

beautiful. Watching Dersu Uzala in the Old Gym, [
was reminded of how important nature is in his films,
· the elements in particular. Flowing rivers, peaceful
campfires, howling wind, blinding snow, and above
all, rain. Almost every great Kurosawa film contained
• a dramatic scene in the pouring rain. His last two
. important films were Kagemusha (1980) and Ran
(1985). Both films featured wartime themes and epic
battle scenes. Ran was based on Shakespeare's King
Lear (he had based an earlier film, Throne of Blood,
upon Macbeth), focussing on three sons battling to
. divide their father's kingdom.
Ran was the first Kurosawa film I ever saw. It intro· duced to his vision and imagination. I didn't know that
it was possible to make movies like that - that had such
· a huge scope, but never lost sight of the personal.
Through Kurosawa, I was introduced t~ a world of
other Japanese films. Kurosawa was (in my mind) one
of the only directors to ever truly balance the narrative
. and visual aspects of filmmaking (Adrei Tarkovsky
. being another). He influenced two generations of direc. tor-from John Sturges (who remade Seven Samurai as
· the Magnificent Seven) to George Lucas (Kurosawa's
. Hidden Fortress was a princible source for Star Wars}.
His work stands as a towering contribution to the world
of cinema a~d he will not be forgotten.

Thee~ is aiot going for this movie. I don;t rh~1~he;:t_:
ms a flat or poorly drawn character here, and · fortu:.. "'_na~dy there was no trace of ''secondary characte~ s}rn~
r :.o.o"}''·~~-~:~·~·;, in which the sideki~ ~s more h1teresting than
_liero: _Not . th~t the secondarj cliaracters are dull
,' :· · ::'.':·:'',~'citl1.er--l·~ especially · like-d Billy's: -roommate George
{M~re4iili~Sc;ott .Lynl1): who is across berween~ Seitlfdd's
Elaine- and.,_Mai,i .Trle! Moore. Billy hii~selr)s so
that he takes a-Polaroid eamera every~
his

... to art.

.:.~/~;~r.tJ.L_e_J:e; CVe~-~~- ~bbac~_are i~ phot~Waph fo~m .

. --~A~iyou- ~ay-h~~e~ gu~ed, BHSK doesn't have the
wodd's happiest ending. It does, however, have much
th.e §~e messa.Se as ·Annie_ f-!aJl, · that is, love is
and- a~ul ~d crappy, and we all want it. It
~0 s~~ _s~me_in~~r-~ting questioM. Is it better to
go·aftersomeon~ and probably get hurt, or to spend
the rest of your life kicking yourself? Is Hollywood-doing us a disservi~e by suggesting rllat it's P~.¥~1?1~ to
live happily ever after or even, as in Sixteen Candles,
that because you like someone they'll like you back?
Is it. true that if you even have a h.e,art, it will be.
d~rown on the floor, and people wearing spike-heeled
boors will regularly jump up and down on it? ·
.To make the point perfectly clear, Billy'.(}jollywood ·
Screen Kiss, while not necessarily the best .:date moYie
e~~r, is truJy_~armi~g fdm_, Now all we n.Ced. is some
r~iting_~d edit~g for lifeand_sqroebody ~hol.l\d do". _

-painful
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Anna Margaret Jones
Man;h 24, 1975- September 19, 1998

Memory has the tendency to make a myth out of a life.
Bur Anna's life was no myth. I remember her just a few
days ago, siccing on a scool in her brown painter's overalls.
She had 'set up her easel in her dorm room and was working on a.- still-life arranged in rhe corner. Even her painting
materials were artistically organized. I took her away from
her work and we went to a movie, a sad foreign film in
which a boy loses both of his parents, and we cried a little, although his loss was fictional and distant.
Not as many people on campus knew Anna as knew
Tor. She was quiet and warm, and she was not supposed
to die. It doesn't matter to me why Tor killed her or what
kind of person he is. W'hat is important to remember is
that Anna was senselessly, violently murdered, and there is
nothing that can justify that.
- Bur I don't want to turn her joy into a metaphor, her
kindness into saintliness, or her death into a drama. And
don't want others to distance themselves from the horror
of what was done to her by that kind of storytelling.
Stories that make her less like us, less human, her death
more distant and inevitable.
A group of Anna's old friends stayed up late last night,
sitting in a circle on a campus lawn. There seemed to be a
consensus not to see her life overshadowed by a murder,
not to focus on the frightening pictures that her death
evokes. There was not a lot of anger toward Tor, but a disgust and lo~thing of what he has done. Because in this
instance, his act stands larger than he himsd£ He took a
life, and as· difficult as it is not to get caught up in stories,
. telling and re-telling our realities, our small truths, even
after her story has ended, it is important not to lose sight
of the simple facts.
The people of Nigeria have a saying: "Death does not
know how to kill." Death did not take Anna gracefully or
timefully, and so there is not only her absence, but also
her fear,. his violence and our confusion to, contend with.
These days I think of Anna as I follow my well-trodden
paths around campus. Paths that I expect to walk tomorrow and the day after. Biting into the sweet explosion of a
green grape, I remember that this is something Anna can't
taste today. And when I fly on my bike down the leafY
roads of Annandale, I smell the trees for her, because I
know how she liked to ride, and the coming fall, and the
orchards full of fruit. We had planned to go apple-picking
this week-Ani Weinstein

r

Tell me a story that I may remember my life.
I have pictures unframed and unfocused.
I have words buried deep, they are unsaid and unspoken.
Tell me a story that I may go on with the next.
Full moon of remembrance let me follow your light.
I have tears yet to shed and dark places to go.
There are things that I need to see.
Give me a story that I may call myself me.
Mourning dove sings.and the dusk turns to night,
the porch door bangs shut and the bath let our.
Sweet chariot low and sweet in your ear,
you listened to love.

I sing sometimes to myself in the rain.
I listen for the wind that carries my joy.
I am .full and I am leaking from the sides and the edges,
lend me your ears and I'll look for the words,
I am here to tell you my story.
Today I stand between yesterday and tomorrow.
I must give up one thing to go on to another.
The sun sets, the wind blows, and my tears fall like manna.

I am kindling a fire to bring light to my shadows.
1 have peace, I have strength,
I have listened to love.

I tell you my story that I may go on with my life.
I tell you my story that I may be my life.
Turn memory back,
there are moments that haven·r been told.
There are skies yet to fill up with image and color,
there are lives- we haven't yet led.
The hush of a lover, the yell of delight, the sorrow of loss,
and the tale of survival.
Give my your story,
I am listening to love.
-Anna Jones, May 1997

THE BARD OBSERVER

Anna gr~w up surround~d with .th~ melodi~s ofmusic,
playing the violin in chamber orchestras and spending
her summers at a music camp run by her parents.
After graduating ftom high school in Ohio, she took a
year off to explore lifo, living and workinion a commune in Oregon.
-

"Throughout most of the four years of high
school I spent every summer playing the violin at a
chamber music camp in Vermont, and hiking the
mountains and canyons of the southwesL These
summers were my jewels; the friends I made there
and the experiences brought me a perspective so different from the focus of high school. I felt more
space in these places; the challenges I met climbing
mountains and the open way I expressed myself
with friends and through music came from a deeper
part of me. This waking carried me through high
school, and I found myself looking for ways to
match the peace and depth of those experiences."
-Anna Jones

IN REM EM BRAN cEFRIDAY. SEPTEMBER 25, 1998

"I will make light in iny paintings like the light
that came from being next to Anna, who teaches
me about light, whose eyes were the source of light,
being so clear, ·like none I've ever known ~r seen,
without obstruction they let her share with you,
and you again with her.
What came in reflected deep inside her and came
back out, infused with what it touched. She always
smiled when something new came to her. It pleased
her nature to understand and grow. You could feel
a glow beyond her eyes as this happened, reminding
you of the way a young child becomes .totally filled
and overtaken by an em<;>tion.
Perhaps the darkness of that powerful, child-like
act overtook the beautiful lightness of it, as she
passed away in the evening. I love you, most perfect, Anna."-Zachary Harris
Anna ~m·olled in Reed Col!~g~, exploring a full range
ofliberal arts clasm. Sh~ &ft Reed and traveled back
across the country to the mountains ofVermont. While

A Note From rhe Counseling Center, by Beveraly Bellinger, C.S.W.
Anna is dead. She was murdered in the parking lot. They say her friend killed her. You stop
in your tracks and hold your breath for a second-the moment freezes inside your head and
your heart. No, this cannot be, not Anna, not murdered, nor here.
Moments like this have been experienced over and over on our campus for the past few
days. The shock, disbelief, and fear that accompany such a tragedy represent a universal
response to trauma.
Trauma and loss are part of the human experience no one escapes, each of us must someday
live through loss, betrayal, and the dearh of a loved one. The challenge, therefore, is not how
to avoid loss but how to respond to it, how to go on in spite of it, how to process such
unspeakable horror and irrational behavior, and to allow the traumatic experience to teach
and strengthel) us.
_ _
. . _
_.
. _
,
One of the first Noble Truths t~ught by the Buddha is that pa-in is inevitable but suffering is
optional. This means that our suffering will be caused by howwe respond to trauma, not by
the trauma itself.
The first step in not suffering is acceptance. For those of us affected by Anna's murder this
means being able to talk with clarity about what happened with as much detail as possible
and to express all the feelings associated with it. Sadness, crying, anger, fear, confusion, compassion, guilt, etc. These feelings need to be shared over and over in order to release the tension they create.
If you have suffered losses in the past, your memories and feelings may be re-stimulated by
Annas murder and lead to feelings of depression. If this does occur, it may be helpful to seek
counseling and use it as an opportunity to resolve these issues.
This trauma carries with it the additional burden of knowing and caring about the accused
murderer. He was a part of the Bard community, well-liked and respected, with a life full of
promise. How do we reconcile that our friend could do something so horrible? It makes us
wonder if we 'roo have the potential to harm or kill. Human beings are complex. There are
many layers to our personalities. It is very important to uncover, examine, accept, and integrate them.
Many will find themselves grappling with the question of how do I grieve for him without
betraying his victim, for he too is now lost to us. Confusion, sorrow, anger, and feelings of
betrayal will make this grieving process very complicated, but grieve we must. This duality
presents a profound dilemma that mankind has always struggled with. There is no righr or
wrong answer, we must each discover our truth. and honor it.
Those individuals who were at the crime scene have been deeply affected by the reality of
death. The brain has permanently recorded the horror and now must be lived with. This is
very traumatic and may cause symptoms of extreme anxiety, nightmares, difficulty sleeping,
repetitive reliving of the scene, sexual dysfunction, hypervigilence, and emotional withdrawal.
These are normal reactions and the symptoms can be relieved over time. Witnesses to horror
often have a delayed reaction because the mind shuts down in an effort not to overload the
nervous system so you may find yourself experiencing strong feelings of depression a few
months after the event. If that does happen, it is suggested that you seek help in order to cope
~ith the trauma.
A tragedy such as this reminds us all that life is tenuous and it is important to make our
lives fulfilling and meaningful, to feel good about who we are and what we do, to appreciate
our strengths, master our demons, and learn to accept life's difficulties with grace and awareness. Life is short but wide.
The Dean of Student's Office and the Chaplaincy continue to be availabl~ for students or
parents to discuss these tragic events. The Chaplaincy will hold a discussion of the theological
iss~es involved on Monday, September 28 at 7:30 p.m. in the Moon Room.
Counseling Service: x7433; Chaplaincy: x7335; Dean of Students Office: x7454: Brave:
x7557 (Beeper: 382-0818).
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she was working at a day-car~ center in the New
England woods, she met Tor Loney.

"I came here to be with a friend who had gone
to Bard [Tor], and I never expected it to feel like
my home as well as his. I've had time to find out
that I love to paint, and I love to dance. It has been
my time living here among friends on the Hudson,
among the cre~tivicy of Bard, that inspired the
notion that I might be able to finish school with
some of the gentleness and fullness that i crave. I
am seeing that what touched me during those short
summers in Vermont and Colorado was the combination of a close community of people, and the
focus and space available for intellectual and creative exploration. I've been surprised by my
renewed appetite for school, but as I look out my
windows at the new leaves and the warmth of early
summer, I feel full of new friends, peace, and things
that I want to say."
-Anna Jones

A memorial servicecwill be held at
Bard on October 7 at noon in the
Chapel ofthe Holy Innocents.
Anna Jones was murdered on the evening of
Saturday, September I 9. Tor Loney, the alleged perpetrator, is currently incarcerated in Poughkeepsie's
Dutchess County Jail, following his arraignment by
Red Hook Town Jus rice Dick Griffith. The 24-year
old Loney graduated from Bard in 1996. Loney is
currently being represented by Public Defender
Robert Massi.
Officials from the District Attorney's office report
that Loney will probably be charged with murder in
the second degree, which carries a penalty of 15
years to life imprisonment. A conviction for second
degree murder, which implies no premeditation, cannot be punished with the death penalty.
Anna Jones's family did not learn of her death
until Sunday evening, despite exrensive efforts by
Bard administrators, since her father and stepmother
were in London; her father, a professor at Oberlin,
was teaching in England during his sabbatical.
Anna's father, stepmother and brother visited Bard
on Tuesday evening, meeting with the President, the
Dean ofStudents and Chaplain Bruce Chilton. They
collected some of Anna's belongings and visited the
Chapel of the Holy Innocents and the Church of St.
John the Evangelist, then returned home to Ohio.
Anna Jones's funeral will be held on Friday,
September 25 in Oberlin, Ohio. Bard officials decided ro delay rhe memorial service in' the hopes that
her family will be able to attend. The family was
deeply moved by the many poems, flowers, and
other offerings left in the chapel.
Her family is eager to learn more about Anna's
life at Bard. Friends who wish to write letters or
_ poems about Anna for rhe funeral should send them
to Bruce Chilton or Jonathan Becker.
Editors Note: The following information, gathered ftom
builetinr released by the Dean ofStudmts and locaL pms
reports, is included to help dispel some ofthe rumors
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The Secret to Long-term Hook-ups The Secret Taps
And the Mystery of the NY "Look'' of Poetic Genius
in Henry Fool

Dear Miss Lonelyhearts,
11 00 new beds for the dorms. These beds were speI have been a student at Bard for one year now, cially designed so that even if you enjoy sleeping
and have never gone out with a girl. I have with your face smashed against the wall, sleeping in
"hooked-up" (to use the parlance of our times) the same bed with another person is highly uncomwith a few at parties, but they barely even look at fortable. See, Bard beds, are 3' x 6' so you do the
me the next day. I'm lucky ifl get a quick smile and math. Now when I checked with my resources at
wave. I see plenty of Bard couples, so why aren't I other colleges, I found the the average width of the
part of one? What's wrong with me?
beds was 3 112.' So that extra six inches is really
Sincerely, doing a lot at some of these other schools.
Feeling Shorty Unfortunately for the admistration, shortening the
Dear Shorty,
widths of the beds did very lit de to curb the rise of
What is wrong with you? You are not the prob- sexual encounters at Bard, instead it caused them
lem. You are experiencing a perfectly natural incli- to last for shorter periods of time.
nation for a guy your age, that is the urge to comSo, she may "hook-up'' with you, bur she sure as
mit. This feeling is totally normal in most parts of • hell isn't gonna spend the night; if she does, she
the country, even the world. Your problem is not probably passes out. Don't despair. My advice: buy
you, it's that you go to Bard. Now, I'm sure your a futon, move off campus, or pur your bed on the
wondering, besides having to see your significant floor and inves.t in some nice pillows. I've found
other multiple times a day, unavoidably, what else that for every inch the edge of the bed is extended,
could Bard possibly have that causes rhis "sexual you get about anywhere from an extra fifteen minencounter without long term emotional involve- utes to an hour Iovin'.
ment" (in the parlance of your times)?
And Shorty, buy the way, that smile and wave
your getting means she really digs you, but wants
you to make the first move. The other ones will just
She may "hook-up"
you, but she
look at the ground, or wear really dark sunglasses
sure as hell isn't gonna spend the night; all the time.

In Hal Hartley's new film a garbageman
blurs the line between genius and dunce
( _______________Bv__S_AM_E_m__R_m_o_v____________~)

Henry Fool follows the life of Simon, an unassuming
garbageman with a latent genius for writing poetry.
When a writer with a shady past enters the picture,
he throws Simon's life into chaos and permanently
alters the landscape of his world. Henry help~ Simon
live by teaching him to write and in the process
manages to get his sister pregnant, his mother hysterical, and his parole officer pissed. Inevitable conflict develops between rhe two characters as rhey
both evolve out of their initial roles of
student/teacher and worker/artist. Simon's literary
success calls his friendship with Henry into question, as issues ofloyalty, trust and ralenr surface.
Henry Fool works simultaneously on multiple
levels to create a tight, tragicomic narrative. It
forms a powerfully comprehensive portrait of contemporary America-portrayed as a strange crossroads of art, commercialism, and addictions.
Director Hal Hartley, who studied at New Paltz
with Bard's film department head Peter Hutton,
Dear Miss Lonelyhearts,
she probably passes
proves to us the transformative power of art and
My roommate (I am a Freshman) is from New
its potential for both violence and redemption.
Don't despair. advice:
afuton,
York City, I am from Ohio. I have no problem with
poetry takes on a life of its own and his
Simon's
this. We actually get along pretty well. So, what I'm
move off campus, or put your bed on
words
are
magical and perverse-through them
curious about is why, even though she is out in the
the mute find voice. Art becomes a force with
middle of nowhere, she still has that "City Look?"
which we must reckon, a force beyond value judgAnd its not just the knee high boots and black
ments. To judge art with a simplistic framework
Well Shorty, I'll tell you. Ir's a cruel, cruel world skirts she wears, I mean, her hair always has that
devalues its essential power.
out there, but Bard's fate is even crueler. You see, a 'windswept city look," and there's just Something
Hartley resists the temptation to restrict his charYours,
problem arose at Bard right around the time when about her.
acters
to a "simple" Simon and a "foolish" Henry; he
Questioning Country Girl
what is now called the "Sexual Revolution" was
blurs the line between genius and simpleton and
going on. Due to a abnormally large drop-out rate Dear Counrry,
leaves us guessing where virtue resides. Through a
of pregnant females, Bard became a predominately
Well first of all, let me start off by saying that I
chain of events simultaneously complex and munmale school. An interesting footnote to this tale is know exactly what "Look" you're talking about. I'd
dane, the plot reaches a critical intersection, a choice
that in order to raise the female/male ratio Bard have to write most of it off to attitude, which is a
that proves both life and art are capable of tranAdmissions instated a policy wherein an equation genetic mutation that occurs in most New Yorkers.
scending conventional forms in order to reach a.
was used to figure out who to accept and lets just However, while it seems logical that moving out to
state of pure poetry.
say there is a much large~ coefficient in front of the the middle of nowhere would certainly quell some
Visually, the film evokes both an early-SO's
"f." Unfortunately, no one has remembered to of this "Look," surprisingly enough, the opposite
instructional film and a relatively low-budget indie
change the equation back to normal, hence the dis- ~ffect occurs. When placed in an environment
movie. Hardey uses lighc and angles to conjure up a
parity, now in favor of females, in the ratio.
melodramatic tension that often evaporates, creating
where all the buildings do not go above three stoSo while that is a nice anecdote, we still haven't ries, New Yorkers tend to feel taller. This is actuala comic effect.
quite solved your little problem. See, in order to ly how they maintain the "Look."
The film features strong performances by Parker
decrease rhe amount of sexual relations on campus
Posey as Simon's nympha, hard-ass sister, Maria
the Buildings and Grounds Office, in conjunction Send all questions large and small to your local soothPorter as his depressive mother, James Urbaniak as
with the Housing and Development Office, decid- sayer, Miss Loneyhl'arts, at RO. Box 850. The best
Simon Grim and Thomas Jay Ryan as Henry Fool.
Hal Hartley directs; his past features include Simple
ed to spend irs emergency fund on the purchase of . questions will be published in the next ML edition.
'-----~------~~-----..,........-=---..,....---.....,-.....,-,-------,---,-,_...---....,......-~-,-...,_-.,..,_.,....._ __~._ !vfrn and Al!late,ur and Flirt.
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. h d'tscovery that my
out of my pocket. Of course, it was frightening and
· ht mans
It h as b een a mg
future as a waitress, bookstore employee, houseemotionally disturbing yet I was ~ever bored and
painter, etc., will turn life into a miserable strug- was able to ~ake a lot of observations about labor
and t~e sex mdustry.
.
gle in which I will trade my time and identity for
a credit card debt and a small, messy apartment,
~me days was not long e~ough to learn to dtsmeanwhile always wanting unaffordablc; things
associate mysdf from the envtronment; a lot of the
like space and freedom.
other women working in the club had to do this to
One summer I worked at Dangerous Curves and
get themsetves through the long night. I did not
made $3000 in nine days. I bought $600 Belgian have a stripper persona to hide behind like the
boo~, traveled in Turkey for six weeks and paid for it
other women did. It was just me in high heels and
all without working full time the whole summer,
not much else making small talk and business by
seducing men into spending $300 an hour to see
while having to borrow money from Mom anyway.
The other jobs I've had involved time clocks,
me do "all-nude private dancing in the lounge." It
taxes, boredom, and obnoxious boss characters. I
felt partially good-certainly exciting, and very natnever saved a dime-my time and imagination
ural. It felt instinctual to be simply selling my body
were sold cheap. At work I suppressed my desire to
in an even exchange of flesh for bucks. It is a fucked
escape, cursing and running. I felt so cheated by
up job, but nor necessarily less exploitative, alienating, and undesirable than other forms of labor in
dirty, evil capitalism, the United States of America
and all of modern civilization.
which you "sell your soul."

I learned that working in the sex industry
'II 1
makes ·1t poss1'bl e rwr many women l'k
1 e 1 ega
immigrants to raise money needed to bring their
families over and support them. It also allows single
mothers to put down payments on houses as far
away from abuse and New York as they want to go,
or for students to finance an education without
support from nonexistent parents. There is not any
other way that these women can earn this kind of
money legally and immediately.
My situation was obviously different. I was not
motivated by desperateness when I took the job at
Dangerous Curves. I just wanted to make enough
money to go to Turkey and not have to work all
summer to get there. But money is money and no
one should ever be condemned because of the way
they support themselves. The sex industry can be
very nasty and I do not want to strip again but no
matter what I think about the twisted sex-money
trap, I will always know that an option exists for me
that will earn the rent in one night.
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.Tower's Counterpuntal Concrescences
As the nation celebrates her 60th birthday, composer Tower continues her explorations and remakings of contemporary music
(
Bv JOHN COYNE
):....;, m
"'us'ic.
~ .. . --~··- • -'~
. - 0: -What is your opi~ion of the younger generation

of
. up-and-coming composers?
JOAN TOW'ER TURNED 60 YEARS OLD on Sunday, September
defines the music, when it is actually vice-versa: a classi- T: Are you talking aboul composers like Richard
6. In addition to attending various concerts held in her
fication is just an attempt to place a composition in a Danidpour and Aaron Jay Kernis?
honor in the past year, Professor Tower has given close
larger and simpler frame, after the fact.
0: Yes, your younger pem who are just now making 11
ro 60 interviews. Thankfully, however, she recently
• T; I agree. If you see some guy on the street in ragged name for themsefz,es.
agreed to sit down with us for one more.
clothes, your mind immediately jumps to a million T: Some of them arc. really interesting and talcntt:d. I'm
Observer: When you compose music, do you see yourself conclusions: he's a bum, o~; he'.s looking for money, he's in awe that they can do aU that at their young age.
writing in a certain style, or for specific audiences? Many someone I want to a~oid. In .reality, he may be scien- Kernis, for example, who is now over 30, h:1s trcmenpeople fief intimidated by what is called ''contemporary · rist who doesn't want to dress up, he might be a won- dous talent, and a very musical soul. I'm afrJ.id,
classical music," thinking it is too inaccessible.
derful person, but because of his external appearance, though, that some start too young and just burn out.
Joan Tower. I think music should be stylistically univer- we jump to all these conclusions. We frequently do that That seems to be the case with Michad Torkc. I k
sal. In fact, I think we have a lot of pigeon-holes that in music as well, by judging a piece by style or genre.
received so much attention in his early twenties, and
become perceptual problems for audiences. Just 0: As 4 teacher, do you treat composition in the same way now he's all but disappeared. He is also very talented,
because I write classical music, some people may your teachers did with you when you were a student? You but no one hears of him anymore. For me it was a very
assume that I would have no interest in, say, a concert have had quite a number of well-known teachers.
. gradual rise: in the bcginning, no one paid me any
of Brazilian drumming, when, in fact, I happen to T: Well, just because I studied with them as a college attention whatsoever. Vcry slowly I began receiving
especially love Brazilian drumming.
student doesn't mean they played a role in my compo- more and more, and now I'm sixty and my music is
I was _at .a Bang on a Can concert the other night . sitional development. As a composer, I am completely being played all over. It's nice.
[Bang on a_ Can is an annual festival of unusual new self-taught- l was taught so many different ways, and I
It is also considerably harder for women composas to
music in New York City] wll.ere I heard a lot of music rejected most of them-! was a rebel. Because I was ~ make a name for themselves. Augusta Thumas R~.:ad is the
that was new co me; there was music of this young . trying so hard to carve out my own personal voice in only young female composer who has bc.:comc visible in
rock/rap composer, m':lsic of Cecil Taylor, and a piece of music I avoided strong teachers.
~ the past few years. That's not to say that there an: no talPamela Z, who is a downtown New York cit}' perfor- · 0: So, doyou try to play a passive role in teaching, or com- ented young female composers out there. There an.: so
m·ance artist and composer. This was a very new kind of : pel your students to be rebellious and seek their own voice many, but they're not n.:arly as visibk. Th..:n.: is a rt.:al ma.k
music for me, and I was all ears! Some of the music I creating music?
network in classical music composition today, with teachliked, and some of it I did not, but it had nothing to do . T: You can't ask a student co be rebellious-they either ers who occasionally push their male students more, or
with the style. People have a tendency to think that are or they're not. It is more of a personality trait. By who take men more seriously. I try to do n1y part to ba.lminimilist music, for example, is cold and uninterest- the same token, you can't ask them to be talented ance the scales. When there is a need for a recommcndaing, ·or that ultra-modern "uptown" music is dry and either. But v._:hat you can do is create an environment tion, I try to recommend talented women compo!ier:;. It
academic. There is so much interesting music in both which gives them space, while creating certain para- might sound sexist, but there is a strung bia.'> againsl
classifications, a$ well as music in between that resists meters in order to point.them in some direction. It can . women composers today, which must be counteracted.
categorizat-ion.· I try very hard to r~ist pigeon-holing · be very tricky.
The situation is changing, however, little by little.

--------'----=:---'--------__.....---~

0: There is a heliefthdt th~ clasf{fication comes befor~ ~nd

a

THE BARD FILM
CoMMITIEE
PRESENTS ...
AN EVENING AT THE

DRIVE-IN
THIS WEEKEND
(DRIVE-IN IS BEHIND THE liBRARY)

FRIDAY: THE BEATLES' HELP
SUNDAY: PtNK FLAMINGOS
TIMES Will BE POSTED
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Starr Cantina's Successor: No Mds, Por Favor
Orange adobe walls, brightly colored weavings and
dying palm trees greeted us as we entered the restau~
rant. 'Tm gonn~ order the Chimichanga," announced
one of my dinner companions. Unfortunately, I had
to remind him that we were not eating at Chi~chi's
though the Christmas lights could've fooled me, too.
No, this wasn't a Chi~chi's, a Pepe's, a Don Pablo's
or any of those refried Tex-Mex franchised restaurants. Instead, this was the Rhinebeck Grille, which
had yet to overcome its past as the Starr Cantina. I
just hoped the decor was all that carried over from the
previous restaurant because I don't have such fond
memories of that place.
I had only visited the Starr Cantina twice; once was
during L&T but then I sat outside and only ordered a
cup of coffee. The time 1 actually ate there was nor
very !11em9rabje. I felt as though all of their entrees
canS. The' rumors- I
could have easily come- Outheard about The Cantina were even worse. For example, someone told me that every time she went there,
her meals became progressively colder, so, hopefully
you can understand now why I wanted the restaurant
to constitute a change other than just the namesake.
In the beginning when we gor seated, all seemed to be
going well, for one of rhe greatest things about The
Rhinebeck Grilles are its tables. We sat at a half-table, halfbooth arrangement that gives you the best of both worlds;
the table was made out of a cement-like material. It was
hard to contain my exdtement at eating off of stone.
The menu looked ambiguous, without unifYing
theme, bur interestingly enough, I did note a huge
seafood selection. In fact, my dream entree would
have been the 'Surf 'n' Turf' which consists of lobster
tail and filer mignon, bur because of obvious financial
concerns, I had to search for another choice.
l decided to order the Fettuccine Cabonara,
which incorporated pasta with bacon bits and peas
all mixed together with a creamy sauce. To ease my

or

ONLY lltE NAMES WILL CHANGE: The Grille, despite the introduction of a new menu, has yet to clarify its ambiguous identity.

disappointment for not getting the 'Surf 'n' Turf,' I
ordered tempura fried vegetables as an appetizer.
This could make for an interesting game, crying co
guess just what kind of vegetable lay beneath the
lumpy and bumpy fried masses.
I ate the appetizer and my entree with little complaine but also with little amazement. I think if I ever
went back I'd have to get the porcini mushroom _fajita. This is what I kept wishing I had ordered throughout the whole meal. The fajitas are one of those dishes that comes to your table still in the process of cooking. Served in an iron skillet, it's piping hot and sizzling right before your eyes. This is the kind of meal
you can hear coming, and see it from afar filling the

room with smoke. Of course, I only had a taste since
I was stuck with my mediocre pasta; it was just
enought to realize I had gotten the wrong dish.
The porcini fajitas are the Rhinebeck Grille's only
savior. Nothing dse carne across as terribly interesting.
I would return for the mushroom fajitas and perhaps ·
the homi margarita (which promises to leave you
"feeling flirtatious") but it's a little too pricey for a
simple night out.
Basically, the probJem wich the Rhinebeck GrilJe is
that it is just too hard to grasp; it's roo unclear a menu,
too general a name and too many confusing decorations. I left fuzzy headed and discontented, repeating
to myself, "If only I had ordered those fajitas ... "

Past DeKline

Coffeehouse
First of Many
Armed with coffee and cookies,
tinkering events-smith Allen Josey

is changing the stature of Thursdays
(~----~---B_v_G_RE_G_Jo_HN_~_N__________)
Last Thursday (Sept. 16) at 9 p.m. Iain
MacKintosh, a Scottish folk singer, was featured
at the first of many monthly Thursday Night
Coffeehouses organized by the Student Activities
Office. MacKintosh, a native of Glasgow,
charmed Bard .students with his lyrical "lullabies,
legends, and lies," and strong Scottish accent.
His quaint tales warmed the cockles of many a
hearr-he easily won over the audience with his
grandfatherly persona. ''I'm jusr a dreamer who
got lost among my thoughts," he sang.
The Thursday Night Coffeehouses are an
experiment according to Allen Josey, student
activities director. Students without Friday
classes have been keeping Allen awake at
night with cries ofThursday-night boredom;
he organized the coffeehouses in response. If
the Coffeehouses fail to arouse student interest, he vows to discontinue them and redistribute the funds. But judging from
MacKintosh's success, the Coffeehouses may
continue for semesters to come.
For future Thursdays, Allen has lined up an
"avanr-garde" ce11isr and several jazz musicians.
He hopes to invite .Bard Music Department
faculty and students to perform in the near
future as well.
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Observer Editorial Policy
The Bard Observer is Bard's only student;run news- files). Include a double-spaced hardcopy (printout)
paper. A forum for the exchange of ideas ~nd infor- . labeled with author's name, suggested headline and
marion, the paper is distributed fre~~orch~~ge on subheadline when relevant, and a short description
campus and in neighboring communities. Twelve bi- of the work.
weekly issues are planned for the academic year; disLetters to the Editor are welcome. We strongly distribution generally takes place Mondays. Everyone is courage anonymous submtssions. If anonymity is
welcome to submit.
. absolutely necessary, the writer must reveal her or his
The deadline for all submissions, be they stories, car- idendty to the Editor.
toons, photographs, statistics, or advertising, is 5 p.m.
The Bard Observer reserves the right to edit letters for
on the Tuesday prior to publication. Late submissions spelling, grammar, length,' and coherency.
(with the exception oflate breaking news and sports artiSend submissions via Campus Mail to P.O. Box 850.
The Editors can be contacted at observer@bard.edu;
des) will not be accepted.
Submit all writings on a labeled disk with files _ 758~7131; and P.O. Box 850, Bard College, Annandalesaved in a Macintosh-compatible format (no PC on-Hudson, NY 12504.

Letter to the

Community
by Nicole W'oods,
Assistant Dean ofStudents,
Director ofMulticultural Affoirs
As a new member of rhe Bard Dean of
Students Offtce, r· am pleased to have this
opportunity to introduce myself to the Bard
community. On July 15, 1998, I assumed the
position of Assistant Dean of Students and
Director of Multicultural Affairs. As many of
you may be aware, my presence is the result of
ongoing conversations between the President,
faculty, staff and students of color. Through
conversations with faculty, staff and students
in the past two months, I have been given an
overwhelming amount of information, opinions and perspectives about the objectives of
this position. Despite the subtle and sometimes pronounced differences in viewpoint, a
clear commonality emerges. There is frustration and confusion about the issues of race,
ethniciry, culture, and difference within the
Bard comm'unity. As a person of co1or and student educated in two of Virginia's predominately white campuses, I have spent a great
deal of time discussing and debating these
issues. My responsibilities at Bard demand that
I encourage and assist in dialogue and action
relative to areas of race, ethnicity, culture and
difference. As members of the Bard, national
and international communities, we have an
implied responsibility to seek to understand
that with which we do not comfortably identify. That responsibility indudes extending ourselves to people of different races, sexual orientations, and religious backgrounds, places of
birth, and classes. With that responsibility also
comes the right to be able to honestly communicate your feelings and questions about
the issues with others without fearing persecution or ill treatment.
lr is my intention within the coming
months and years to address the issues pres~nred to me by students, faculry and staff relative to race, ethnicity, gender, sexual orientation, religion and national origin, with care
and respect. Throughout the process, meetings
will be called, speeches wili be given, arguments will be had, tears will be shed, frustrations will escalate and minds will close to the
possibility of change. However, on the other
side of all chis confusion, action designed to
create a richer and more peaceful community
will occur. I make no guarantees rhar every
step of this journey shall be easy or even enjoyable, but it shall be fruitful. We may not agree
with every decision made. We may not under~
stand the purpose of every program. We may
not believe in the process at all. But our membership in this community, whether we wear
the mask of faculty, staff, administrator or stu~
dent, defines us as having a stake in the results.
This place Bard-this place to think-for better or for worse is part of our life experience. I
encourage all the readers of this introduction
to stop by the Dean of Students Office to
share coffee with me and discuss your concerns
and frustrations. I would like to leave you with
these words from Dr. Beverly Daniel Tatum,
dean of Mount Holyoke College: "We all have
a sphere of influence. Each of us needs to find
our own sources of courage so that we will
begin to speak. There are many problems to
address, and we cannot avoid them indefinite~
ly. We cannot continue to be silent. We must
begin to speak, knowing that words alone are
insufficient. But I have seen that meaningful
dialogue can lead to effective action. Change is
possible. I remain hopefuL"
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Letters to the Editor
Firing Line Hoopla Disgusting

plished a merger without canceling ser- demands, Ludlow revealed plans to
vices, why can't we do it here? Signed,
encode The Velvetem Rabbit in chemical
Dear Sir or Madam:
Beverly Delano form and dumped it in the Annandale
I recently viewed an episode of
water supply.
William F. Buckley's "Firing Line," in ·
Pope Has No Place in Hospital
Dick Wiles, the economics professor
which a substantial portion of the
forced to retire after certain administradebate between the ACLU and its • To the Editors:
Our hospitals trumpet the fact that tors realized that he knew more than
opponents was ruined by the antics of ·
what were apparently some boorish and they plan to add new specialized services. they did, was not invited to lead the
ill-bred students from your college. And But when asked why they will ban tubal L&T history of Bard program, as he has
I refer not only to the students wl:w ligations, they say it's too expensive for since time began.
Deciding that the campus populawere chanting slogans, but to one cretin them to offer full access to all services.
The hospitals think it's okay to treat tion was too high, the administration
with red hair who aped and postured
before the camera every time he was in young, or older, mothers like second- cut the campus shuttle runs to Tivoli in
a shot. At one point this fool pretended · class citizens. The Catholic Church's half in the hopes that drunken students
to be picking his nose whenever the policies against birth control and • would drive home after a late night at
tubals are not in line with prevailing · Santa Fe. Claiming that the school's 40camera included him in the frame.
Aside from the fact that the backdrop community sentiment or with stan- million dollar budget could nor afford
· the high wages paid to campus shuttle
for this debate, in terms of subject matter ; dard medical practices.
My message to the hospitals: Don't drivers, the administration instead
and participants, made the display even
more ironic, the public relations fiasco for : give us the specialized services until you decided to spend Bard's money blowing
the college was devastating. If I were· an can provide simple, basic hospital care up large chunks of pavement around
the Annandale triangle. When students
alumnus of Bard College, I would cer- for all, including mothers. Sincerely,
Mildred M. Meyer suggest that perhaps B&G should concentrate on fixing roads instead of blowNo Faster Than aCows Trot
. ing them up, the workers mumbled
: something about "bea.utifying" and
Dear Editor:
Regarding the proposed religiously continued to tear up large chunks of
directed merger between Cross River. . sidewalk and put them back a few feet
Health Benedictine Hospitals:
. to the left.
Freedom of religion also means freeA student rave took place in front of
tainly thin-k twice before investing any · dom from religion. You can't have one Kline. Administrators were clueless.
more money in such a neutralized estab- without rhe other. The United States is a
Mary Backlund, director of admisIishment.
country in which no one religion has sions, was reporred everywhere simulraObviously, there is some internal exclusive claims on the state, on the neously. Finally verifYing the theory
strife that the paralyzed administrators • social contract, unlike Iran, for example. that several people in Ludlow arc really
of the college have been unable to remI'm no constitutional expert, but it Pods, sources confirm that Backlund
edy. But beyond that, one wonders seems suspicious that a government body, usually leaves key administrators on
what sort of academic etiquette and the New York State Hospital Review autopilot, although she occasionally
decorum, if any, is being instilled in Committee, can force citizens to accept ducks into a closet, whip out a remotethese tactless children. Former House an official hospital religion. What's next? control device and ventriloquates an
Speaker Tip 0' Neill once referred to Are the Amish gong to write New York . intellige~t phrase for them to lisp.
such imps as "the idiot children of peo- Stare' highway law?
Sincerely, :
The only student to be punished
le
with
too
much
money
and
power."
Paul
Swift
after
the results of the Firing Lin~ inciP

One wonders what sort of
academic etiquette and
decorum, if any, is being instilled ·
in these taetless children.

In any event, an anticipated evening . Diary of the leonodast
of'enJ· oyment was ruined by these ·
Dear Editor,
despoilers-and I'm certain rhat memSince no one at the Observer ever
hers of the audience were even more ·
manages to write anything worthwhile •
inconvenienced and displeased. You I '11 try to fill the gap. Keep running
might want to consider c~anging the headlines about the computer center
slogan that appears on your web page · staff changes, guys.
on the Internet: "A Place to Think."
NEWS FLASH: DOSO Hires
Yours truly, :
Potatoes. In a decision that perfectly •
No:ili Osborne summed up Leah LeValle's level of comCollege Park, Maryland petence, she hired a pair of starchy vegetables as the new Resident Directors.

. Hospitals-Can't We Get Along?

Planning Committee refused to buy
them shiny, new, indestructible sledgehammers in order to smash old things,
posted signs all over campus threatening
to smash other dub's equipment with
inappropriate parts of their anatomy.
· After attempting 17 times to spell
6medieval societyO correctly, the
Destroyers finally presented a hostile
amendment requesting $150 to purchase sledgehammers, kumquats and
whores. Their motion was destroyed.
Returning from summer vacation, a
few students went into coronary arrest
after learning that some of the roads had
actuaJiy been paved. After reassuring
them that only the roads to B&G and
the president's house had been fixed,
EMS was able to revive the bewildered
Bardians. Promptly acting on the confidential EMS call, the DOSO forced che
·
stu d ents mto
counse1·mg. N o report yet
· on their recovery from the Bard counseling experience.
Giving the Boot to Bob Brock, the
student forum elected demure Mary
Molina, whom Bob has threatened to
take before the sexual harassment
board, to serve as one of the student
representatives to said sexual harassment board. The bumper stickers put
out by Miz Molina's "Boot-This" club
· juxtaposed a post~odern expression of
the hermeneutics of S&M porn with a
uniquely feminist assertion of what she
would like to do to the debonair
Director of Security with the assistance
of a strap-on dildo. Brock has reported· ly offered to settle the case if Molina
will agree to be his personal intern.
Yours truly,
Zarkon, the Destroyer.

. What K"md of School is Bard?
dl.e£nt, a Caucasian rbedhrdead, dresumesF his • Dear Editor,
1 e as an average
a stu ent. or a
fleetmg
· moment of bl'1ss 1ast sprmg,
· he
Two vears down and counting; not
:
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · how long I have until graduation,
unemployment, and ultimately poverty.
Instead, counting all the little things
that bard is doing in order to reach
: Vassar! Amherst/Smith status, to receive
CUt
CampUS the acclaim ofUS News in its "best colleges" issue, and to make a bundle in the
business of education. Bard is joining
the socioeconomic system that we have
hopeS
criticized so many times in class and

Deciding that the campus
population was too high, the

administration

the

ShUttle rUBS to liYOii in half in

the
UJat drunken
students WOUld drive home

The task for these amiable lumps
To the Editor:
appears to involve overseeing beerHaving been affiliated with both :
dumping brigades and militantly enforchospitals in Kingston, borh on a profesing warm fuzzies upon each and every
sional and personal level for many years,
resident student. The female potato has was selected as a peer counselor.
I feel somewhat qualified to speak of the
reportedly exhibited signs of intelligent Though he had promised to abase himattributes of each. Many of these attriblife, but a local herbologist declared that self before Residential life Gods and
utes are identical and could easily be
the male specimen was not even fit to be never speak unless he was holing the
shared and become the stamp of perfeccut up and replanted. Stay tuned for conch, LaValle ftred him on the
tion in a merged unit. However, some
more news on the french fry front.
grounds that the peer counselor con~
of these attributes we are accustomed to
In a bizarre miscalculation by the tract did not specifY that he was allowed
having readily available to all citizens
admissions office involving the absen~ to have boogers.
will be denied us under the proposed
of Josh Bell as a tour guide, far too
Deciding that he had been entirely
merger plan.
many freshmen decided to spend four roo intelligent for entirely too much of
As currently presented, it is a disyears in Annandale-on-Hudson. Over- his adult life, Leon denied tenure to
criminatory proposal that will force
run 'with freshlings, B & G frantically beloved political studies Professor Jon
women to travel to these mysterious
scrambled to put walls up in inconve- Kahn. Students, reeling with the realiza"other places" for complete reproductive services. Over the years, much nient places; a Math and Politics major tion that their commander in chief had
received a senior project for calculating begun a Nietzschean degeneration, gave
progress has been made to secure equality for women in the voting booth, in that, at the current rate of wall-build- up even bothering to complain about
societal economic patterns, in the work ing, there will not be a single lounge left the level of apathy at Bard. A certain
professor who had written a letter to
places and in the expansion of legal by the year 2010.
When
Dean
Levine
announced
plans
Leon
cr~ticizing Kahn (for being too
tights. \XIhy musr a most important
to
read
the
campus
a
bedtime
story
.
popular
with students and too compre· progression, that of total reproductive
every
night
on
Bard's
upcoming
radio
·
hensible
while teaching) refused ro duel
care in a local hospital, be suddenly
station,
a
massive
student
rally
immedithe
gallant
history professor who called
denied? This is. digression.
W'hy must women be denied the secu- ately demanded that all other radio him out. Chaos ensued in the faculty
rity and convenience of the level of com- shows be cut and Stu's bedtime story be offices. The meddler was forced to flee,
prehensive services available in the future? run in a continual loop for the rest of : moving his office to a different floor.
Hospicals elsewhere have accom- the semester. In response to their
Club Destroy, severely pissed that the

after a late night at Santa Fe.

have made responsible for colonialism,
slavery, famine, wars, racism, etc: ithe
real worldJ whose main by-product is
lthe man.l Well, welcome to the !real
world! Bard College, we (the students)
stand around with our blunts in one
hand and our Marx-Engels Readers on
the other, and watch you market yourself, beautifY yourself and whore yourself out to wider, richer appeaL
Its easy for us to start a conversation
about old times at Bard (orgies in the
Tewks basement, refrigerators in the
ravine, and lots more nudity), and end
it with "the school is becoming more
conservative." Its also easy for administrators to tell us that every year upperdassmen feel that way, especially when
they see the incoming class. Neither
statement is too far off the mark. The
country is becoming more conservative
and in turn so is Bard.
Then there is this small, liberal arts
school in the Hudson Valley, filled with
. hippies, and freaks. A place for the educated misfit/artist/individual, etc. Where
strange things happen at parties and
. none of your .friends from home believe

(~____c_ON_T_I_NU_E_D_O_N_N_E_X_T_P_A_G_E____)
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from purchasing tobacco at res~ or the country's puritanical agenda. I
the bookstore, and the boot was · would love for it to remain the Hudson
damped on peoples cars across campus. Valley's best kept secret.
Yours,
This is not to say that Bard is not up to
Mary Molina
its liberal standard, but that at times,

•

you. Or maybe not. Maybe that's what
I bought into three years ago.
Unfortunately, the real world is taking

Unfortunately, the real world is
taking its toll on our beloved
institution; it is Bard•s turn to
get apiece of that American
pie, to make adent in academic
history and put an even larger
hole in parents' wallets.
its toll on our beloved institution; it is
Bard's turn to get a piece of that

American pie, to make a de~t in academic history and put an even larger hole .
in parentfs wallets. Bard is changing;
look at the plans for the Student Center
and the Performing Arts building; look .
at the some of the administrators, and .
look at the freshman class . .fu the
Student Center t;omes slowly to a finish,
I think of how it will be beneficial, but :
also of the "~e" and the plush reclining ·
chairs. I didn't come to Bard because of .
a student center, because of pool tables, .
and a terrace. A lor of us wanted a place
ro feel comfortable being different. In
essence, a place to feel free from the rest
of the heavily moralized world.
Although I look forward to the opening ·
of the student center, I don't want us (as .
administrators and students) to loose .
sight of what Bard is, or what a lot of us .
hope it still is. Last year there were ;
administrative decisions made that dealt
with the alcohol policy, students ~ere ·

decisions are made which are not representative or in favor of the students.
And that a few administrators may not
yet be familiar with '\he way things
work at Bard," and most importantly,
the students. As for the freshmen, this
year, as it is every year, there are more of
them than there were the year before,
more of them are paying full tuition,
most of the freshmen of color are here
through HEOJ? (future bumper sticker:
I LOVE Multi-Culturalism at Bard),
and like every freshman class, they look
clean-cut and normal.
What Bard will be be like ten years
from now I can only imagine. It will
most definitely not be like upperclassmen and recent graduates have known
it to be. Wether ids better ot not is relative. You can only talk and read so
much about art, philosophy, radicalism and how people are getting
screwed left and right (the Mexicans,
the immigrants, rhe homosexuals),
until you realize that you belong to
that system and that you either have to
spend a lot of energy rocking the boat,
or sit quietly and wait for the ride.
Maybe Leon isn't interested in rocking ·
the boat so much anymore. Maybe it
is Bard's turn to distinguish itself, to
prove itself to be a respectable institution, but to who?
To upper middle class liberals across ·
the country who can afford it? That Bard
is academically rigorous and an amazing
place be in, we aU know and graduate
knowing. If it were up to me, Bard would
stay Sl)lall, personal, and away from the ,.

Lefs get back Otl' lottery funds

To the editor:
When George Pataki was elected
governor of New York state in 1994, he
cut taxes by 15 percent. He explained
that this would generate enough capi·
tal in the economy to make up for any
deficit created by the tax cut. Four
years later, there is still a deficit in New
York state.
In 1994, New York state instituted a

We must protect our children's
future. If that means shooting
afew lottery winners, it is a
small price to pay.
lottery program which paid people
"1000 a week for as long as they live.''
This immensely popular program is
now responsible for 42 percent of all
lottery purchases in the state.
The 15 percent tax cue has created a
deficit of $8 billion. Clearly something
must be done about the mounting debt
upon the childs:en of New York.
The average age of the winners in the
"'$1000 a week" program is 33. The
average lifespan in New York state is 76.
What do all these statistics mean?
They mean that by hiring the mafia to
shoot the winners, New York state can
save $2,235,000 per person!
In terms of the deficit, shooting each
person that has won since 1994, 208 in
all, would save $464,880,000. That fig-

. U no f..t.he
tlO.

the Y~i~~~ Peril

'~;"'' '!i::':!:i':?R·. 7~,;·,~S4]~tl!?,i~~~~~

ure, of course, factors in $1 ,000 paid to
the mafia for each hit, although they
sometimes charge less for group rates.
If this program is instituted, New
York state will save an additional
$116,272,000 each year. The debt upon
our children will be greatly reduced.
An alternative plan that has been discussed by che more humane facduns of
our population would be simply to have
the mafia break the legs of the lottery
winners, since the mafia will perform
that service for $500.
There are many problems with this
proposal. First, it simply might not
work. Many lottery winners will simply
buy wheelchairs. In addition, many
lawsuits will be filed, incurring legal
costs that will be passed on to the tax·
payers of New York.
There is no point in even dis~
cussing putting the lottery winners in
cement and throwing them inro the
East River. The environmental fines
would be huge! As well, ir is nor cost
effective due to the risirig cost of
cement. A really fat lottery winner
would cost the stare upwards of $200
extra dollars, as fat people are p:.micularly buoyant and therefore need quite
a lot of cement to sink.
Machiavelli said that the ends justifY
the means. We must protect our children's future. If rhar means shooting a
few lottery winners, it is a small price to
pay. To those sticklers for detail who
maintain that it is illegal, I say to you
that even Thomas Jefferson favored "a
loose interpretation of the Constitution.'' Even our most democratic
founding father would support this plan!
I urge Governor Paraki to enact this plan,
before our children pay the price.
Sincerely,

"I got laid for a dime!''

.· . .. .-- . ' "

~~~~~~~~~~·J·~-·~:;:~·f

;<4. 'Wb.y·d~-s~'"~~;:y.-;(~,d~ncS~;f .. 8.. Why does the Entertainment
~ . ~olorleave befori graduation?
Committee which is supposed to
· 5. Why is the;e no retention of represent the int~rest of all stude~ts
·. professots :~f CQl~r:. at· ~ard?
· only sponsor white performers?

~

6.

Why

-a.rc.~i:uden!S _.of color

alwa.is being told tg assJmihl.te?
~~~~~:0~i~s·::·,~·., J~ -Wh~ d}4 oo~m~y.whh~;
·

·

··

kids

9. Why do white kids want leadershlp positions in stUdent of
color organizations?

prob-

The Dime Store sells condoms for I 0¢
Pick up an order form in the Post Office
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Cross Country
is Prepared to
Fork Lightning
(

Bv JANos

HAJAGOS

. ~ ..X~,

SOME or: YOU at Bard have had the experience of being
run down by a large mob of sweaty runners. You may
have asked yoursclf"who are these strange people?"you then probably yelled something obscene at them.
According to Assistam Coach Zach Watkinson (Bard
'98) this is the best turnout the Cross Country ~earn_
has had in years. Not only is there a large contingent
of new runners bur a strong core of old timers like
sophomore Ken MacLeish, juniors Owen Moldow
and Mike Lococco, and senior Janos Hajagos. On the
women's side, superstar sophomore Jenny Erbsen -is
joined by first-year Kelley Blue. Jenny has set out this
season to destroy her competition and gain the lavish
praise of The Daily Freeman's newspaper headlines.
The Bard Cross Country Raptors are planning their
first Vassar raid September 19. Their goal is to sweep
down and pick off the helpless competition even
though head coach Steve has told his fledglings this is
only a time-trial.

KEEP ON HOCKIN': Women's V-ball has a bevy of firstyears: Zoe Borrell, Lauren Klein, Andrea Koinski, Deirdre Lowery and Ambika Orrill.

Women's V-ball

rhythm of his breathing, in an arrempt co find his
place, his oneness, his perfected state of readiness.
Meanwhile, 40 feet away, someone holds a ball
loosely in his right hand, staring the batter in the
eyes, challenging him to give in to his fears, admit
his ineptitude, and just strike out to put an end to
the wearisome battle that has left his arm hanging
like a discarded towel alongside his waist.
For it is the bottom of the sixth, the bases are loaded
(
BY EVA BoDULA
) ; with one our, the count is nine and two, and the visi~-----------~--~-----" · tors are up by one. The batter has fouled off two
Kris Hall's Women's Volleyball team this year started straight pitches to stay alive, further wearing down the
the season with four returning players and five freshpitcher, harried fi:om having thrown curveball after
women players. We had a bit of a rocky start in our
curveball throughout the afternoon. The pitcher,
September 3 scrimmage with Vassar, but we did end
'-=
£
h
l
despite the lack of any feeling in his right arm, refuses
up taKJng a game rom r em. 0 ur regu ar season com. .
.
. .
·
h
b'
H
r d C ll
to g1ve m, and the baner stands JUSt as obsnnatdy: The
. ,: __ . , ~ ..m.~.!JS..Ci.....d... J"llJ ..~ a .}g tournament at averror
o
ege
.
h
.
,
Bv SARA.H DREXLER
~
next ptrc could end the game either way-a ball will
(.
m Pennsylvama the weekend of September 5 and 6. ·
.
.
' .
...__ _--:"--:--:---:---:, --:-.,.,_,....,-,-_-=-.,~,...,
..,-'---;-~-:-,t--..._....,.....
. - : '' o~t'"o'"f"'fi~~--~-at~h~, \ve '(;fie'
~lth .6.ne-'w1~- ·'· walk In run, ne the game, and dram .all .confidence
The saga of Bard Womens Soccer resumed on a
.
·
from the already shaken pitcher - if strike three is
- d. 5
b 5 Th c.
f h
More Importantly, the team played well and, as a
Satur
ay, eptem er ·
e Hrst <7ncounter o t e
.
thrown the pitcher will have won the game and trot
·
·h
· h
·· ·. · SUNY N
result, gelled w1th the numerous firstyears: Zoe
'
season was wtt a wort y _nef\1~Ls, .
t ew
_
.
.
.
off triumphantly. When he is ready, the pitcher starts
Paltz. The pursuit of the black and white ball began
Borrell, Lauren Klcm, Andrea Komskt, Dctrdre
.
in a frenzy. The girls with the blue jerseys (not Bard)
Lowery, and Ambi~a Orrill. On Wednesd~y
scored in the first half on a defensive breakdown
September 9, we mannated Marymounr College In
(that's what they all .say, right?). It was the lone goal
four games and acquired tw~ ~ore hungry players:
of_the game, pinning a big fat "L" on the foreheads
firstye~ Emm~ Kreyche, and JUnior Colleen Murphy.
of the Bard Women's Soccer te~m. · No worries.
Our biggest tnumph was the weekend of September
12 with John Jay College, (second place team in our
Those girls aren't a group that settle for a loss! OfT to
conference)
who we jammed, and SUNY Utica (the· :
. Connecticut to ~hase another team's black and white
stealers of last year's Rap tor Invitational Tournament) ·
ball! Teikyo Post (pronounced "Take Yo' Post") was
who we slammed. Returning junior Chris Gardner
the nexr scop on rhe tour. The girls with the green
came
away from the weekend with 15 kills, 6 service his slow morion, using the baseball cap in his }eft hand
shirts (not Bard) scored, early giving the match an
aces, and · 10 digs; Diana Sanchez (also a returning to hide his grip from the batter, kicks, deals, and hits
instant pessimistic overtone for Bard. Apparently the
junior) had 17 kills, 4 service aces, and 15 digs; Senior the batter in the head with a fastball, forcing in a run,
women had decided that they would give "Teikyo" a
Ioana Zamfir walked our o'f Stevenson Gym with 17 and forcing an expletive from his lips.
false sense of confidence. Two minutes later they ralWhat other sport could produce such drama,
kills,
2 service aces, and 17 digs; she was accompanied
lied with a beautiful right-footed shot from Kathryn
such tension, such incredible let-down than our very
by
Eva
"The
Bodulator"
Bodula,
who
racked
up
4
Weissenstein. Hold the applause! She scored again
kills, 11 digs, and 46 assists. These victories brought own American "National Wastetime"-Wiffleball?
rwo minutes)ater to give the Bard chicks a 2-1 lead
our overall record to 4-4.
"Yes, oddly melodramatic writer of articles for sec(which they fought to hold onto for 70 more minAnd the record only improved as we emerged ond-rate college newspaper," you may say, "I have
utes with a solid defense led by Paige Taylor, Bri~nna
from the annual Raptor Invitational the clear vic- been ruining my backyard with the triumphs and
Norton, Becca Brown and Kelly Berry). With a
tors. St. Joseph's was put away 15-4, 15-4, 16-14. tribulations of Wiffleball for years now, but how is
record of 1-1 th~ women travelled to Albany College
' The battle against Niak stretched out resources to
this now relevant to my life at Bard? I have spent my
of Pharmacy in hopes of a second win. Albany
the utmost limit in a gruelling flurry of games that entire Bard experience on my knees, just praying that
scored the first goal 20 minutes into the game
lasted nearly two hours. In the end, the women somehow, someone would bring organized Wiffieball
(another defensive lapse). Early in the second half
Raptors left their opponents crushed: 15-12, 12~15,
to our humble little college, but it is yet to happen.
Albany scored again giving Bard a bleak outlook for
15-12, 8-15, 19-17. Still riding off the adrenaline of 'What is left for me to live for?" Oh well, my friend, 1
victory. Wirhin ren minutes left in the game and
our triumph over Niak, we bowled over St. Mary's . would have to advise you to put down thatjug of
burst of energy from the female Raptors, Kathryn
15-12, 15-12, 15-13.
Draino, because this is the premier semester of
Weisscnstein found the net. Less than five minutes
BAWL, the Bard-Annandale-Wiffleball-League, and
later she scored again off a corner kick by Duffy
we are looking
teams of four or five to participate.
Connolly. The game was tied, 2-2, as regulation time
By dropping a note including your name, the names
expired. Sudden death overtime began and hopes for
of three or four of your close friends , and your team's
a win were crushed with a long distance shot from
name in Campus Mail to the writer of this article, or
Albany that ended the game 3-2, Albany College of
by e-mail to jh47l, you can reserve your spot in the
Pharmacy. With a record of 1-2 the ladies suffered a
biggest Wiffieballleague on
by default. The
disappoinring defeat at the hands of Patchogue,
(~____________B_v_J_oH_N_H_oc__ow_~--"----------~) deadline for team registrationcampus,
Saturday 19. However, the season record is now
is October 2, so start
With the cool wind whipping down between the working at pressuring your friends into repaying you
even, and with a strong group and a determination
trees and an even cooler electric of anticipation in for the time that you agreed 'i:o do intramural bowling
to improve, NYU had better be on their toes on
the air, the batter, a little man wearing a battered with them, find a catchy team name, and prepare
when they arrive here September 23! Come o~ out
Yankees cap cocked slighrly to the left, grips and yourself both mentally and physically for rhe dawning
and show your support as Women's soccer fights
their way on ro victory!
releases his yellow bat slowly, in sync with the of a new era in plastic sporting at Bard.

Comes Out on

W-Raptors
The Bomb Track
Soccer Fights
Beyond 2-2
J. .

. ·· ···· . · · - · -·· · ·- · . __ · -···- --·-·.,_
..
away'

a

What other sport could produce such
drama, such tension, such incredible
let-down than our very own American

"National Wastetime"-Wifflebafl?

a

·Whiffle ball Team
;And Its Chosen

ror
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Wants Revenge •Classes at Bard?
. . - ··- --- -Yeeee-Haw.

(

By JEFF RAWSON_.

·:

--~

_ _

)~=--

-~

- ~-

~,-

The Brucdmen's so=r team, in two weekend g•mes, •
has recorded one win and one loss. On Saturday,
Sept. 26
September 12, the men played their second march of (
BY CHRIS VAN DYKE
) .
w.v. Away Ram po College 1 p.m.
the season against Elms college at Bard, and won a
-------------~---~~-
X-C.
Williams College 12 p.m.
Away
thrilling 4 to 3 victory. Of particular note, the first As ANOTHER ACADEMIC YEAR BEGINS, there are certainly
W.T.
New Rochelle
Away
1 p.m.
goal for the Raptors was scored my Max with a spec- those of you who don't have enough classes to fill your
tacular shot from his head early in the game. Mter days, and are looking for some other courses to save
Sept. 26-27
that, Bard and Elms traded goals, with Bard on top at you from the horrendous tedium of free time. Or perM!W.S. Away Valliant Tourny TBA
the final whistle. W'h.ile the men were excited with the haps you need something less academic to round out
season's first win, there-was some concern that the first your week-does a class that involves nothing more
Sept. 29
division three team Elms has ever fielded should not complex than meditation sound nice compared to
w.s. Home Albany
4 p.m.
have been able to keep the game 50 close. In any case, · that 15 page paper you have due on Nietzsche's effect
on the modern eco-trans-sexual-feminist movement?
a win is a win.
Oct. 1
The Raptors' third match of the season was held on If so, the Gym has just what you're looking forw.v. Away Stevens
?p.m.
INSTRUCTIONAL COURSES!
Saturday the 19t~. at Albany College of Pharmacy.
M.S.
Home Albany
4p.m.
"The Bard College Department of Athletics and
While the Albany Pharmacists were not very good Recreation is pleased to present another semester of .
soccer players, they managed to unhinge Bard's menOct. 2
tal game, winning 2 to nil at the end of regulation. As outstanding instructional courses," reads the little red
W.T.
·Home Si:."Vincent
5 p.m.
booklet you should have already received-if you
far as actual soccer skills are concerned, the men
...
don't have one of these nifty instructional class offerwould have easily been able to dominate the game,
Oct.
ing
guides, go pick one up in the gym, right now!
but preoccupation with the officials' calls and cheap
.
W.V.
·
Away
Dominicaii Inv. 9a.m.
shots received from the dirty pharmacists frustrated Okay, you can finish this article first, but everything
St.
Joseph's ·. Away
.M.S.
3 p.m.
in
it
is
in
the
pamphlet
{sans
witty
comments,
of
the Raptors, leading to failures in both communicaHomeBard
X-C.
Inv.
12 p.m.
course).
The
redundancy
of
this
article
aside,
the
wide
tion and personal play. While this was a disappointing
·Home Southern VT. _ 12 p.m.
.w.s.
variety
of
courses
offered
this
semester
should
allow
loss, there is some bit of consolation. As coach Scott
~yvay . - .· ·sarah_ Lawrence
W.T.
1 p.m.
Swere said, this is the one time in the season Bard gets the most diverse of tastes to find at least something to
appeal
to
their
desire
for
non-academic
studies,
be
it
a second chance; the Raptors will play the Pharmacists
-Oct. ·6 ''
Shotokan, tennis, or belly dancing. Or heck, take
for a second time t:Wo weeks from now.
them all and you can defend yourself from assailants ~:
-~ - Home Russell Sage
Visions of revenge dance in the Raptors' heads.
-?p.m.
with a seductive juggle of the hips while winning
.. . W.S.
Away
Vassar ·: _ '
4p.m.
Wimbledon. Dare to dream.
W.T. · Away Russell Sage
4p.m.
Those of you looking for something less physical,
thereare also classes to be offered in dream analysis,
wellness, meditation, and breathing (if you are unable
to do the latter, I advise you stop reading and r~n,
don't walk, to the gym to get instructions immediately on how to breathe-it could save your life).
Besides the above mentioned activities, other classes
being offered are: yoga, massage therapy, Keno,
_l
Aikido, Taekwondo, Tai Chi, swing dancing, kickboxing aerobics, kayaking, self defence, rock climb(
BY JESSICA JACOBS
) '~ ihg, ·ahd various dance classes. The pool will also be
----~~-~~---~~---~ : offering classes in life-guarding, learning to swim, and
LEAD BY TI-IEIR INTREPID CAPTAIN Hazel Gurland, the aqua-aerobics. To find out more (such as when,
Bard women of the cloth (skirts) are ready to defend where, and how much the classes are), pick up a little
their tide. Mter going undefeated in their conferenc~ '-- red pamphlet at the gym. If you have any questions,
last year, the Women's Tennis team began the season . feel free to call Scott at x7530.
by giving Lehman College a solid trouncing.
As .fun as it is spending your nights parsing
Unfortunately, Marymount College a~ted as a Italian sentences and slaving over a paper analysing
retardant ro their imminent ascendance to victory. In the lyrics of John Cage, sometimes you just need to
a stunning upset, the Bard tennis-playing-women lost si~ back, relax and take a deep breath. But with the
The Dime Store sells condoms for 10¢
their second tournament this season. However, fear help of the class "Breathing: What it reveals . about
Pick up an order form in the Post Office
not, for as in the words of Archimedes, "Eureka! I you," you won't just be breathing easy-you'll be
h;m: found it," and ·thusly they shall persevere.
breathing better. ·

3.

·w.v.

W- Tennis
G1•ves up
r-r0 ugh Loss

"I got laid, for a dime!"

Zimbabwe • England • Italy
Hong Kong • Spain • France
• Wide-ranging courses
• Internships & service-learning
• Business progran1s in 3 countries
• Organized study-travel
• Grants, scholarships, loans
• Placement in foreign universities
Syracuse University 119 Euclid Avenue Syracuse, NY 13244
800·235·3472 suabroad@syr.edu http:/ /sumweb.syr.edu/dipa
GRACEFUL IN DEFEAT: Women's Tennis suprised fans when they lost their second match.

